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TRUTH WEARS NO MASK, BOWS AT NO HUMAN SHRIKE, SEEKS HEITNER PLACE NOR APPLAUSE. SHE ONLY ASKS A HCAR1NA.

MENTAL GROWTH FROM SAVAGERY.
By Ds. L. P. Gkigos.

Scion fists have long asked the question: How U J 
man first come into existence? Is he the resui 
special creation or is there an unbroken chain i

5. The souls of. Infants newly-born are possessed of I communications. There are, in his book, a few 
character, good or bad, not always the character of I things which 1 think not entirely just; but they are 

....................  I very few. Let us see if it will bo those or others 
which bis purported spirit will correct.

Sam Fkancisco, Cal.

their parents,—does the theory of physiological 
heredity entirely explain this character, of mani
festly pre-natal origin? Would not the doctrine of 
reincarnation be reasonable as at least a supplemen
tary theory?

6. It is now considered by the most of reasonable I 
minds that all human life is an educational process 
intended to fit us for whatever is highest and best in 
the possible attainments of the future; granting that ' 
tho individual soul is immortal, is it reasonable that ‘ 
our education for eternity should be confined to the ' 
small limits of one short earthly life? We know but 
little regarding the future spiritual sphere as a place I 
of education; but the fact that we are sent into the I 
material sphere at least once to fit us for higher' 
things seems to imply that it would not be unreason
able to send us back again if our education has not i 
been* completed.

I take the liberty, sir, of putting down these few 
.considerations, not as a discussion of the subject, 
but simply to show that the subject is worthy of 
thought by * ‘thoughtful people.1’

REINCARNATION.
By J.

t In your issue of January 26th under the heading:
■ "Questions Answered Through a Medium,” I observe

I the following amongst the answers:
■ "The old doctrine of the transmigration of souls,”
■ modified and changed as it has been in different ages, 
B is not entitled to the consideration of thoughtful peo- 
B pie, because it is simply a theory without any real 
B basis for an argument that could result in such a be- 
B lief as being well-founded. The logical result of
■ reincarnation is annihilation, and it should require 
B no argument to show the fallacy of such a belief.” 
S I Without expressing any opinion regarding the 
B reasonableness or otherwise of reincarnation, permit 
B me to point out some facts which might lead us to 
B the conclusion that “it is entitled to the considera- 
B tion of thoughtful people.”
■ 1. A doctrine which was almost universally held 
B for at least six hundred years B. C. and which num-
■ bered among its holders such men as Pythagoras, 
B Plato and the most of the Greek philosophers, the 
B Persian magi, the Egyptian priests, the Jewish Es-
■ sene8 an(i Pharisees, Philo and the Gnostic Chris- 
Il ^an8» and which has left distinct traces in the New
■ B Testament can scarcely be dismissed in a paragraph
■ 33 “not eQtitled to the consideration of thoughtful 
Im people.” The people who held the doctrine in the 
H pre-Christian era were amongst the most thoughtful
■ that ever appeared amongst men; and there are 
I many men and women of the present day also who 
I hold it and who may be correctly described as both 
I ■ “thoughtful” and intelligent.

2. So far from the doctrine of “reincarnation” 
It leading logically to annihilation its believers have 
I invariably held that the soul which is subject to re- 
I incarnation is both eternal in the past and immortal 
| in the future. And he would be a bold man who 
| would affirm that the men and classes of men referred 
| to above were illogical in their reasoning.

I 3. The eternity of the soul, both a parte ante and 
I a parte post, is entirely in harmony with the modern I 
I scientific doctrine of the eternity and indestructi- I 
I bility of material being. It is now an axiom of physi- 
| cal science that force and matter are eternal; and 
r rarely soul, which is the highest form of force with 
r which we are acquainted, ought to be as indestructi- i 
r ble as electricity or light. i

4. The reincarnation of soul is quite in harmony I and they are grossly unjust to Mr. Home.
with the scientific theory of the correlation of forces. I alleged spirit of Mr. Home specify some of the in
Light, heat, electricity and other forms of force | stances of error and injustice that are UHrta book, 
never perish but they are convertible into one an- | Then we will be able to test the truth of the commu- 
other and they are embodied as incarnated in an in- I nicating intelligence. Let him indicate some of the 
finite variety of material forms or objects. Why . passages in his work which are incorrect and not 
should not soul, the highest known form of force, be jnst. Then we can more clearly determine the meaa- 
rabject to a similar law? | ure of truth contained in hi- purported spiritual

D. D. HOME AND MEDIUMS. 
By Wm. Em mette Coleman.

In The Journal of January 19th are two alleged 
communications from D. D. Home, saying that he 
regretted the harsh things said in his book against 
mediums, that he wrote many errors, and that he 
was too caustic and unjust. In my opinion, D. D. 
Home never wrote those communications. His book 
••Lights and Shadows of Spiritualism” is, in some 
respects one of the best books ever published on 
Spiritualism. It plainly tells the truth about the 
frauds, the folly, and the knavery which have cursed 
Spiritualism during the years of its existence. So 
far as mediums arc concerned, the book does not 
contain “many errors,” nor is it, to any considerable 
extent, unjust or unduly harsh. Home was not in
fallible, and in a few instances he may have been 
too harsh and not altogether just; but these are of 
trifling import, in comparison with the truth con
tained in the bulk of the matter relating to modern 
mediums. In some cases he was more favorable to • 
certain rascally so-called mediums than they demand, 
owing to his imperfect acquaintance with their knav
ery. Would that we bad a few more like Home, 
who would dare to tell the truth about the vile prac
tices of the pseudo mediums infesting the ranks of I 

I Spiritualism.
I am convinced that Mr. Home, as a spirit, would 

not on account of a few minor incidental errors in 
his book—make so sweeping and general a criticism 
of it as is contained in these messages. These mes
sages reflect upon the general character of the work. 

Let this
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THE BROOKLYN STRIKE-AND AFTER?
Bt H. E. Cuddle.

A mere pimple is sometimes tins sign tolling the 
intelligent doctor that his patient has a blood disease 
of so fearful a character that it only requires * 'let
ting alone” to cause death. Is not the recent Trol
ley strike In Brooklyn such ta pimple on the body of 

Ithe American Republic? Were not the Buffalo and 
Chicago strikes similar pimples? How many »uch 
will be required before the nation's doctors are able 
to diagnose the disease and sufficiently alarmed to 
seek radical remedies? Because a handful of trollay
men demand a living wage from a corporation en
tirely able to give it and still pay an Interest upon 
their capital b* ^ond tho legal rate of 
ern State, what do we see? A city w 
of over a million turned into an armed camp; Its 
trade nearly paralyzed and Its citizens panic-stricken. 
The local police and military being powerless to pre
serve order, some eight thousand picked cavalry and 
infantry are borrowed from New York.

So just and reasonable were the demands mide by 
the trolleymen that tne sympathy of the public was 
with them throughout the struggle. Even those 
financially injured by the strike helped the strikers 
with funds; while the police rendered a half-hearted 
service in the cause of the corporation. The strike 
has cost the city and county fully $200,000, and tho 
tradesmen of Brooklyn must have lost in diminished 
sales not leas than $100,000, while the trolley com
panies have spent and lost together sufficient to have 
paid the alight increase demanded by the men for 
three to five years How significant are such facts’.

Now what has been gained in return for these 
enormous payments? A peace so fragile as to be 
valueless; a view net of trolley employees, who are 
overworked and underpaid; the Lasting deep-rooted 
bitterness of some thousands of men who while de* 
feated now eagerly await an opportunity to pay back 

I* with compound interest the blows received.
Besides all this, there is being developed in

I country a party unnamed and unrecognized 
nevertheless bound to become large and powi 
enough to affect the final .ssues between labor 
capital. This party does not desire or believe 
the use of force by either side, but if force is to m 
used they will watch the fight and see that it ii 
fought. If the capitalists and the monopolists 
they can continuously sand-bag Labor and meet with 
no interference they are reckoning without their 
host and will one day (not very far distant perhaps) 
pay dearly enough for their ignorance and greed.
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chronology gives to the age of the |
no Intention here of precipitating a conflict iU 1 
Bible. It is not necessary. Modern scle"?^ 1 
modern thought in its higher criticism of th? ** I 
recognizes the fact that In the main the evenU ** I 
of in it are true and we owe a debt of I
the Jewish people for the preservation of a I 
which is the oldest we have in a collected form g? I 
thore were records that antedated those of the ft I 
and from which some of the contents of the ft, I 
were derived. This is especially true of th* 
of the creation as contained in the Bible, »hou I 
deluge and the building of the Tower of Babel * I 
this older account did not claim to be plenarlly ? I 
spired. This older record was found, in excavafi * i 
among the ruins of ancient Nineveh, a city | 

of no where else only In the Bible, and its site had 
been so long forgotten that some modern skeptic 
the Bible doubted that it ever existed. About llh 
years ago an English traveler in the East, Mr, Rkb 
noticed some artificial mounds on the banks of th« 
river Tigris five hundred miles above its junction 
with the river Euphrates. With the help of someo! 
the natives whose village stood in the midst of thego 
mounds, he made excavations and rediscovered the 
long lost Nineveh. It was the oapitol of Assyria, 
while Babylon was the capitol of Chaldea, and was 
located on the river Euphrates three hundred miles 
south of Nineveh. Babylon was captured by the 
Assyrians and became the religious capitol, while 
Nineveh was the political capitol of the consolidated 
Empire. At Nineveh was found the library of one 
of the Kings of the old old city of Ur in the land ol 
Shinar and a part of the old Chaldean Empire.

(To be Continued.) ,

the links of being through the law of evolution and« ___ w. ... _____ _______ __________|i|!||l said to overthrow a whole system confirmed by long
development from monad up to man? The latter I experience and adopted by so many distinguished 
proposition seems the most natural and reasonable 
to all advocates of tho evolution theory and from 
this standpoint must we not infer that there have 
been fruit-bearing crises in the world’s history 
where a higher organization of life was evolved 
from a lower. Was there a time when the highest 
and most intelligent order of the anthropoid animal 
kingdom produced a prepared female organism that 
gave birth to the first individuals of the human spe- I 
ciesP Like the origin of all species they must at I 
first have been limited and few in numbers, but I 
gradually through the ages, like all other species of 
animate life, become rich in forms and widely differ
entiated as we see them to-day.

Whatever Nature builds well she builds slowly, 
but she always takes the shortest and most direct 
road to accomplish her aims, though millions of 
centuries are heaped into the result. Truthfulness 
and perfection of mind are her secret intentions and 
this development of mind is carried forward to its 
highest attainment in one organized species and 
then another differentiated from the last has come 
upon the stage of being capable of giving a more

I diversified manifestation of mental characteristics 

thac the species that preceded it. Archaeologists in 
their study of the forms of extinct species have al
ways paid more attention to the physical organiza
tion than to the mental stage of development of the 
species under investigation. It is reasonable to sup
pose that through all the vast periods of time cover
ing the development of species from the lowest pro
toplasm up to man, that mental growth and progress 
has kept pace with the development of the physical 
structure, if we take the growth and progress the I 
human mind has made since the historic period, I 
especially in art, science and literature, we are 
liable to fall into the common error of ascribing to 

man a much shorter residence on the earth than is 
really the fact in the case. It is only recently that 

modern science and modern thought has been brave 

enough to utter its honest convictions on this sub
ject. Before that scientists were afraid of coming 

in conflict with the chronology of the Bible and so 

were very careful in regard to the age of the human 

race, although evidences of prehistoric man were 

constantly accumulating to show that they must 
look far back of any preserved record for man’s first 

appearance on this world of ours.
One of the first investigators to break away from 

the chronology of the Bible was M. Boucher de 

Perthes, of Abbeville, France. Modern science 

owes him a debt of gratitude for his patient research 

with pick and shovel among the ancient tombs, caves, 
the peat-mosses and the diluvium of the valleys 

for evidences of prehistoric man and he was richly 

rewarded for his pains. His researches extended 

over a period of five years from 1836 to 1841, and in 

the meantime (1829) he visited Paris with the relics 

he had collected and laid them before the members 

of the Academy of Sciences for their inspection and 

opinion in regard to their age and at what geologi

cal period in the earth’s history they were fashioned 

by the hand of man. At first De Perthe’s axes, 
knives, arrow and spear heads of flint and stone to

gether with the facts of the manner in which they 

were found excited only the ridicule of the geolo
gists of the Institute of France, some of them declar

ing that they were of comparitively recent origin 

and but little, if any, earlier than the entrance of 

the Bomans into Gaul.

The geologists of the time were in fact afraid of 
these stones whose mute evidence of prehistoric man 
as interpreted by their finder, concealed as they 
thought, some heresy or blow at the dogmas and 
creeds of revealed religion and so they consigned 
them to ridicule or oblivion. M. Boucher De Perthes’ 
reply should be treasured up by every lover of truth. 
“This attention was not kindly. A purely geological 
question was made the subject of religious contro
versy. Those who threw no doubt upon my religion 
accused me of rashness, an unknown archaeologist, 
a geologist without a diploma. I was aspiring they

I men. They declared that this was a strange pre
sumption on my part. Strange, indeed, but I had 
not then and never have had any such intentions. I 
revealed a fact, consequences were deduced from

I them, but I had not made them. Truth is no man’s 
| work, she was created before us and is older then the 
I world itself, often sought, more often repulsed, we 
I find, but do not Invent her. Sometimes too, we seek 
I her wrongly, for truth is to be found not only in 
I books. She is everywhere, in the water, in the air, 
on the earth. We cannot make a step without meet
ing her, and when we do not perceive her, it is be
cause we shut our eyes or turn away our head.

It Is our prejudices or our ignorance which prevent 
us from seeing her, from touching her. If we do not 
see her to-day, we shall see her to-morrow, for strive 
as we may to avoid her, she will appear when the 
time is ripe. Happy the man who is prepared to 
greet her and to say to the passers by, “Behold her!” 
Will the reader pardon this digression; my purpose 

I is to show through what toilsome marches and over 
I what weary roads the human has traveled to reach 

I its present stage of development. Primitive man 
from the very nature of his environment must have 
been limited in his ideas as his struggles for place 
and existence against the forces that opposed him in 

that far off time, gave him no leisure to cultivate 
any of the higher qualities of mind. All of his ener
gies were used against the carnivorous animals that 
surrounded him and disputed with him the possession 
of the caves that the erasion of time had excavated 

in the stratified rocks of the Jurassic limestone. 
They were the cave bear, the cave lion and the cave 

hyena, three formidable opponents that kept every 

instinct of self-preservation keenly alert to drive back 

the encroachments of these ferocious and terrible 

biutes. Crude drawings of horses, reindeer, the 

mammoth and human figures on bone and ivory show 
us that primitive man felt the prompting of a desire 

to preserve by art in a lasting way specimens of the 

fauna that surrounded him. It is not, however, rea
sonable to suppose that he comprehended at the time 
in its faintest sense, all that his descendants should 

be capable of accomplishing after the lapse of thou
sands of years. He was limited to his environment 
but his mind contained the germ of all the mental 
achievements of man down to the present time and 

all he is yet to accomplish in the future that lies be
fore him. In tracing the law of evolution, we are 

always confronted by the fact that in the production 
of a new species the first members are limited in 

numbers and in diversity of forms, but later on, the 

next geological age perhaps, they have become far 

more widely disseminated 

diversified forms. Man has always been sub
ject to the same universal 
products of 
limited as witness his implements of stone fashioned 

before the last glacial period. They belong to the 

paleolithic age and are roughly and rudely chipped 

into axes, knives, arrow and spear-heads, but show
ing the unmistakable handicraft of man. These are 

found in the diluvium and drift of the ice age and in 

order to be mixed with its debris they must have ex
isted prior to or during the deposition of the dilu

vium by the glacial rivers and the gravel beds by 

glacial movement. Since then we have the neolithic 

or new stone age the specimens of which show 

greater symmetry of form, are more carefully and 

elaborately chipped when made of flint and if of a 

hard variety of stone such as diosite, jade or serpen
tine they are finely polished. All of these relics of 

prehistoric man show us at great intervals glimpses 

of the slow but gradual growth and development of 
the human mind until the age of metals was ushered 

in and bronze implements composed of two parts 

copper and one part tin were among the earlier 
achievements of man in metallurgy. The first metal 
implements of war and the chase were probably of 
pure copper taken from the mine and hammered 

into the required shape. Since then down to the 
present time stretches a period longer than the Bible

WHAT DO WE KNOW? 

By Judge A. N. Waterman.
II.

So too the truth that a thing cannot at the same I 
time be and not be, that the whole is equal to the I 

same of all its parts, that two bodies cannot occupy I 

the same space at the same time, that out of nothing, .1 
nothing can come, that there cannot be evolved I 

from a thing that which was not involved, in it, that 1 
things which are equal to the same thing are equal I 

to each other, that truth cannot be annihilated; I 

that the fact that a thing has been will always re* I 

main; and many other mental concepts no observa- 1 

tion of the senses has even denied or demonstrated. 1

With increasing mental power comes Increased 1 
ability to perceive and understand absolute truth, j 

The poor Bushman can count but four or five, he con- i 
ceives of no greater number; how vast is the knowl- 4 
edge revealed to him who makes the study of math- j 

ematics the work of his life.

As there is no limit to the information concerning a 

the universe one may acquire by observation, so I 

there is no boundary to the knowledge that may be I 

gained by reflection.

Much of observation is neither patient, long 

continued or critical and consequently 1b often nearly I 
worthless. Much of reflection is neither disinter
ested, sober or sufficiently compared with veri

ties already ascertained; so its leads to confusion. I 
Thinking, real earnest thinking is the hardest work 

in the world; it also leads to the best results.

In the realm of sense perceptions who ever has 

found a fact is able to teach others how they may 

find the same. In the work of the mind, if it be not 
r in its nature purely personal, whoever has gained a 

truth can make it clear to his fellows; and if he is 

unable to convince them of a genera] verity he thinks 

I he has found, he may rest assured there has not 
been revealed to him any new and universal verily 

at all.

No one should ever think that it has been permit
ted for him to And a pearl of Illimitable truth which 

none other can see.

‘h0 lnfln“0? Parton mo It
[ do not
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comprehend infinite space or

alone knows what it has found; and if
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Some perceive beauty where others find 
feel aspirations which others have no
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■ of infinite space. I know that space is <
I w 1 in whlch matter is; but when I remem- 

ut beyond the fartherest star, the tele- I 
I nr ,g B bouoaiegB deep within whoseillimlt-

l*Per* the BOU1 might forever wander, finding 
K d I feel so much my own insignificence, the 
I ***°nBity of what 1b, the littleness of what we are 

l®n’e know of the physical universe, that contem- 
¿to. ot tho subject becomes painful.

I P Time is the interval between events. When upon 
I ternity that lies behind, out of whose womb we 

re come, my mind lingers. I find no place where-
I *** the soul may rest, no point at which one may say 
I gfhnld the beginning,” “back of this there is 

I Baught.”
I The soul in all its seeking looks for rest, an ascer- 
I talnment of something in which it may feel secure, 
I god too much dwelling on that which leads to no 

nod may leave the mind a wreck.
I Spencer says that beyond region of the known, 
I lias the unknowable.

Incomprehensible?
|. It is impossible to
I infinite time, impossible to understand the possession < 
| of Inflnite knowledge, infinite observation or care.
| yet the mind recognizes the infinite as a necessary ‘ 
I part of the universe; the soul has in it something of 
| infinity or it would have no conception thereof. It 
| thinks of infinite leve, talks of infinite wisdom, 

aspires to infinite perfection; meditates upon the 
source whence came the life that is, the power to 

I reason, to think of its own being and cogitate upon 
I the source, nature and destiny of the thinker within. 
I Does matter do this? Activity may be involved in 

and evolved from it, but how of consciousness? the 
introspection that looks at and thinks of mind alone? 
Is it not as reasonable to conclude that each mind is 

b the offspring of and a part of uncreated mind as that 
each grain of sand sprang from the premeval neb
ulae that preceded the formulated universe?

E Are not the problems of existence more explicable 
I upon the theory that there is both spirit and matter, 
| each with governing laws, than upon the hypothesis 
I that there is matter alone?
I The appetite that moves man to eat, is of the 

earth, earthy; the aspiration that longs for purity 
| is of the heavens, heavenly.
[ Using the word in a merely poetic sense whence 

comes the divine in man ?
I Useful as science is and much as it has done and is 
| doing for humanity, it nevertheless is, as a thing 
j apart, remorseless and cruel.

There is no sentiment in a clod of earth, a grain 
of wheat or a drop of water; sentiment reignp in and 
is born of the soul. If we were not sentimental be
ings we might fatten and eat our aged parents with 
as little thought as we devour the ox, grown old 
and no longer able to bear burdens.

All men possess sentiment; its degree and variety 
being as great as the divergence twixt molehills and 
mountains.
none, some 
thought of.

Each soul
any say* “Lol have communed with God,” it is im
possible to disprove the assertion.

God cannot be or, rathor, I should say, has not 
been found with spectrum or divining rod. 
not present to the senses; if he seem to be to the 
■oul, it is either because of faith in revelation or be
cause of an atmosphere into which the soul has 
come.

One who sits in the fog or spends his life in a cel
lar does not see the sun. Proper conditions are as 
necessary for some perceptions of the mind as they 
are for certain observations by the senses.

It is for this reason as impossible to know that the 
spirits of the departed are not. yet alive or that no 
one has communication with such spirits as It is tor 

barbarian ot tho torrid zone to know that lakes 
ever become solid bodies. ,, , .
Tho Belontlflo world Is to-day under tho spell of the 

.....l.lon of feeling produced by tho universality of 
revulsion of by gone time that tho or
tho common omauat —

ensued. In other words: they were intended to 
show to what extent recuperative energy or vital 
force continued in certain extremely tenacious be
ings aiterhaving been subjected to atreatment which 
the generality of organic life would have been* un
able to resist. While these were the principal ob
jects o( these microscopic investigations, a second-

But these experiments, as well as the reproduction 
of Individuals by the process of budding and self
division, prove another important fact, to-wit, that 
the egg-phase, through which every individual of 
high and low degree is supposed to pass during his 
inclpiency, is not at all essential to all beings. And 
this invalidates the old and generally accepted 
aphorism, **Omne Nivurn Ex Ovo,” (all life springs

Thus many beings of the lower orders of life who 
originate through the aforesaid processes never pass 
through a gestatory or ovarian period of any kind or 
nature, that is, they never existed in an egg-stale.

Budding or self-division consists simply in a sub-

sexes play, as far as has been observed, no part In 
these processes, but each male and female produce

derly operations of tho laws of nature were con
tinually interfered with by unearthly spirits. The 
horror caused by the persecutions for witchcraft as 
well as the sufferings endured by the martyrs to re
ligious conviction and the disgust at the credulity of 
the multitude toward tales of miraculous doings by 
saints and saintly relics is over us all.

Only earthly phenomena, forces obedient to the I ary, but no less important corollary may be deduced 
will of man, transactions which can be repeated at | therefrom by the student of nature, namely, that they 
command are deemed worth of investigation. The Idemonstrated the residence within all organic be
average scientist refuses to consider so-called spir. Ings, and collaterally also within inorganic matter, 
itual manifestations, either because he insists that | of a mind-principle which intelligently builds up 

 

death is an eternal sleep or that between this world | the various parts which constitute an organic whole 

 

and the next there is no possibility of communica- | or a complete individual, 
tion. Each position is unscientific because of neither 
is there proof.

Renan speaking of miracles says that if to-day we 
i were to examine as to the reality of alleged miracu
lous power, say the ability to raise the dead, we 
should appoint a sufficient committee of trained and 
careful observers who having first ascertained by 
appropriate tests that the subject was dead; the 
thaumaturgist would be asked to bring the dead to | (rom the egg) effectually disposing of this fallacy, 
life; when this was claimed to have been done, the 
committee would make sure that the once dead sub
ject was alive.

Renan then says: ‘-It is manifest that no miracle 
was ever performed under such circumstances.”

This is doubtless true, and it is also true that if a | diviHiOn of cells, even a single cellule being capable 
committee of one hundred witnessed such a miracle | 0[ dividing Itself Into two or more parts, each part 
the probability is that not fifty would admit that | ^cn developing into a complete individual. Tho 
anything of the kind had been done; the majority 
would say that they seemed to see certain things, 
but would be unwilling to vouch for the reality of | their like, to all appearances, independent of each 

 

the apparent. Of the remainder of the committee | other, although we may rationally assume an inter- 

 

most, after a few years, would come to believe that | communication between them of the nature of which 
their senses had deceived them, that either by some 
trick or by hypnotic pewer they had been deluded.

As to things unusual and to us very improbable 
we come to believe in them only through repeated 

I observation. If any have the majority of mankind 
have not had experience of a manifestation of life 
except through the medium of perceptible matter; 
they see a display of spiritual coincident with defined 
organization of material substance; if there be such 
a thing as mental activity without such perceptible 
organization it is extraordinary and contrary to all 
usual experience.

Extraordinary and unusual things are not neces
sarily impossible; belief in them is a 
evidence; and it is a most arrogant 
conclude that life exists only under 
conditions as are perceptible to or 
us; and as rational to believe that some souls have 
spiritual perceptions denied to others, as it is to be 
convinced that some persons perceive and delight in 
harmonious sounds to which others are deaf.

The observation, the learning, the perception of 
no person is to be disregarded or despised. No one 
has observed or thought of all things. Each can 
take in but an infinitesimal part of what is within 
the range of his dally walk. Some rude, untattered 
m^n may have noted facts concerning matter which 
no professor has found, and some most humble and 
unlearned soul may bave seen a solution of the mys
tery of existence which the schoolman dream of but 
never behold. The eternal question, “What is man, 
from whence came he and whither doth he go,” 
troubles the world to-day as in all the ages gone. In 
its solution there is none so poor that what he can 
tell may not be full of significance.

TREMBLEY’S CELEBRATED EXPERIMENTS.
By Herman Wettstein.

Of all the evidences adduced in support of the hy
pothesis of the immanency of mind in matter the ex
periments made by the English scientist Trembley in 
1744 are probably the most conclusive. These ex
periments were made primarily w ith a view to de
termine the persistency of the vito-psychic principle 
animating certain organic beings after passing 
through processes which would inevitably result in 
death to others, but before total disintegration had

we have so far not become cognizant. Why may not 
invisible spores wafted towards the female cells on 
air-currents fructify them and incite the process of 
self-division? And why may not the female recipro
cate by furnishing a similar Incentive to the male 
cellules? This would render them virtually of a 
hermaphrodite character, but this we know to be the 
normal state of several species of animals and plants.

These observations of cell-life go to show that there 
must be some form of mentality within them whioh 
regulates and brings about such results, and this fur
thermore leads to the conclusion that protoplasm is 
not the basis of life as generally supposed, but that 
we must seek for ttln Its constituents. Indeed, sci
entists have long ago repudiated the belief that the 
cell is the ultimate basis of life or a unit of life in its 
Incipient stage. Their eyes are now turned in the 
direction of the cell's components.

Prof. Henry James Clark, of Harvard University, 
gives the following account of Trembley's expert- 
moots upon Hydra, a minute jelly fish of about ball 
an inoh In length, appearing like a semi-transparent 
worm with almost invisible tentacles or feelers at the 
head. He says: “Not only did this patient experi
menter cut the Hydras in two, but he even sliced 
them across into numerous thin rings, and, marvel
lous to say, each ring reproduced a crown of tenta
cles at one end, and elongated into a perfectly formed, 
naturally shaped individual. With the same degree 
of minuteness, Trembley also split the Hydras in 
their longitudinal strips, which like the rings, re
produced what was wanting to make a perfect body. 
Some of them he split from the mouth only part way 
down the body, and each part reproducing what was 
needed a many headed Hydra was the result, thus 
verifying, on a small scale the story of the many
headed monster of olden times. Yet the Ingenuity 
of Trembley was by no means exhausted, for seeing 
that these little creatures were mere sacs, the idea 
of turning them inside out struck him as a feasible 
one, and he proceeded to this experiment with a 
great deal of care and perseverance. With the 
blunt end of a fine needle he pushed the bottom of 
the sac through the body and out of the mouth, but 
he found that the animal righted itself as soon as 
left alone, and therefore, after the next inversion 
he ran a bristle crosswise through the body and thus 
compelled the little creature to retain its ‘change of
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If not, why not?

front’ and reorganize its internal and external de
partments. This it did without trouble, as Trombley 
proved after the lapse of a few days by presenting It 
with bits of meat which it swallowed with its accus
tomed voracity.

•‘Trombley now undertook to ingraft one indi
vidual upon another, and this he succeeded in doing 
after some curious experiences. At first he pushed 
the tail of one individual deop down into the cavity 
of another and in order to hold them there he ran a 
bristle through their bodies. But the simplo Hydras 
outwitted their tyrant, who found them some hours 
after, hanging side by side as if they had never been 
under more intimate relations. IIo concluded to 
watch the next pair, whon ho discovered that the in- I 
ner one first pushed its tail through the hole made I 
by the bristle, and then drew its head after it, and 
sliding sidewise along the spit, completely freed 1 
itself from its companion. This it did as often as 1 
the experiment was tried that way......He then 
turned one of the Hydras inside out so that when it 
was pushed into the body of the other the surfaces 
of the stomachs of both were brought into contact. 
With this condition the animals were also not dis
pleased since they remained as they were fixed, unit- : 
Ing themselves into one body and enjoyed their food 
in common.”

These and similar experiments in the line of arti
ficial division and manipulation of living animals 
prove the existence of intelligence within organic 

beings independent of that which may exist in their 
cerebral centres as conclusively as in a mechanic who 

arranges the parts of a machine in proper order, or 
in a compositor who sots up type for the press. “The 
god idea in another form,” I hear some one ex
claim, No; don’t get frightened. The mind which 

we must from these evidences of. intelligence in or
ganic beings predicate in their constituents is as 

foreign to the mind imputed to a ‘god as a candle 
light is to that of the sun. 1 can see no evidences of 
mind in the “wondqrs” of the universe, but I can in 
the admirable co-adaptation and functions of organic ‘ 

life. The experiments heroin described cannot be 

' accounted for on any other hypothesis. The prin
ciples underlying the law of the survival of the fittest, 

as well as the concomitant factors of evolution are 

unquestionably the principal agencies in their evolve- 
I ment, but without some form of mind to start them 

? on their career of development by furnishing the 
basis for it in the shape of protoplasm, they could 

not have accomplished anything. Neither could the 

mind which we must postulate in matter have 

achieved anything in the line of developed life with

out these auxiliaries.
But what connection could the laws of the survival 

of the fittest or other agencies in the development of 

organic life have had with the primary formation of 

protoplasmP When this was first evolved there were 

no factors of organic evolution in existence; the 

principles which govern and constitute these laws 

had not yet come into operation. They could act 
only as accessories to the development of complex 

formations, these furnishing the conditions them

selves through which these various factors came into 

play. Without such complex structures there could 

have been no principles or laws to develop them, 

hence it is clear that they could not have been in

strumental in the generation of the first protoplasm 

from inorganic matter, or in the first evolvement of 

unicellular beings. Organic evolution had not yet 

started; its principles were still inoperant, then how 

could these laws, as at present defined and taught, 
have been subservient to, or have the remotest bear
ing upon, the first appearance of protoplasmic life 

upon our planet?
Can we explain it on any other hypothesis, (barring 

that accepted by theism but which science repudi- I 

ates,) than that some low form of 

been instrumental in collocating 

components of protoplasm in such 

higher degree of sentient life than 

nate in themselves, would resultP 

vations made by our ardent students of microscopic 

I ife and see if we can come to a different conclusion.

We accept the deliberate and exaot movements of all 
sentient beings, from the lowest to the highest as 
prima facia evidence of intelligence. Wo judge the 
mental calibre of any being by his actions, and we 
neither ask nor demand any further ovidenoo, then 
why should the atomic constructors of protoplasmic 
cells and their evolvemonts be excludod from this 
universally accepted ruloP Whence tho intelligence 
that reproduced out of a small section of a severed 
Hydra a complete individual? Must the perception 
of its original individuality not have persisted in 
each fragment, in each cell, in oaoh constituent, as 
the guide by the direction of which reconstruction 
took placeP Whence the mind that furnished the 
new intelligence in the reconstructed individual af
ter the alleged cerebral centre of the original had 
been removed? Can we come to any other rational 
conclusion than that the germinal principle of this 
new intelligence must have been innate in every 
part of the animal, since “frem nothing, nothing 
can spring?” Was intelligence not as olearly mani
fested in the reconstruction of these fragments into 
new and perfect individuals as is exhibited by arti- 
zans who reconstruct a new building from the ruins 
of an edificeP

Byron, Ill.

FITNESS
Death is the unfitness of vital structure for envi

ronment—not extinction. The product of life, which 
we call the soul, finds new fitness under changed con
ditions. Its identity is there, for that is its distinc
tive, individual element. Particular facts and mem
ory may be gone—and these we may hold dearest 
here—but the sun alone is needful, we may believe, 
and this does not imply loss of power of recognition 

and understanding. For it should not be forgotten 

that we really know but little of the mind in its 

higher manifestations. If a clairvoyant power exists 

which can pierce in sight solid matter; if persons 

have foreseen every detail of events which happened 

afterward; if telepathic messages have floated across 

a continent, illuming mind from mind—and these and 

still more remarkable experiences are of frequent 

and fully-attested occurrence—then it is fatuous to 

assert there can be no transfer or evolution of the 

soul at death, either intoother material form or into 

a prepared environment- Nothing is more certain 

in the history of life on the earth than the fact 

of increasing capacities. These functions find 

their motive in new pleasures or intensification of 

the old. Together with this increase of capacities 

goes increase of individuals, until the aim of Nature 

seems to be the multiplication of functions, in the 

case of man the multiplication of intelligence, 

pleasures, capacities. It would be entirely contrary 

to the observed order if this process stopped at 

death or with a social product which itself must end 

with the human race. Such multiplication should 

go on indefinitely and be carried over into a future 

state in order to attain the highest logical results. 
And that there are capacities of infinite possibilities 

to be developed, we have hint of in those 

manifestations which astonish us as being
I supernatural or inexplicable.

The highest ends are secured by virtue of 
teractions and influences of social 
Whereas they are limited and confined here, expan
sion to any conceivable degree might come here
after. The social relations imply perpetuation, fu

turity; and even wore it an association .only of the 

children of earth-; by the change madô“one people, 
the multiplication ot transformed pleasures and the 

birth,ottpevv capacities would transcend conception. 

—Charles L; Wood.

UNDER CHANGED CONDITIONS.

various 
of the

the in
relations.

mind must have 
the elementary 
a manner that a 
that which is In
Note the obser-

W For many years we have protested against every 

species of proscription and persecution on account of 
religion. From the orthodox press and the orthodox 

clergy we have been accustomed to look for nothing 

but opposition. ’ But of late there is 

change in the tone of the influential
In illustration we quote the

something of a 

religious jour- 
/ollowlng from

(

*i.™ efl Urlnff’ °rt thou ”>■“»<« oapr.No 
Of bluohlnKP J ho world „hull road thy ohnmo upon 
thy face: therefor, do nothing ehamotul.-B rah- 

mlnic.

Wffl might all, without much difficulty, be just a 

little wiser than we are; and the aggregate effect of 
a number of such small improvements would be con
siderable.—Edith Simcox.

the Indopondent’s reference to ••Imprison 
causes which have a religious side.” tho ' ‘’H 
K. Whaley, an Adventl.t now lm'prl,on^“• 
land for working on Sunday: -In tho progre,,.,*'’' 
spirit of independence and liberty porsocutlon t 
bocomo a hateful thing, an Intolerance which i 
right-minded refuse to tolerate. It is with a f ii 
of humiliation, If not with positive horror, thit 
look back to tho time in our own history, not to 
away as we could wish, whon the members of 
tain sects were proscribed and persecuted; when I 
prlsonment and lines were meted out to those who I 
did not fall in with prevalent religious practices I 
We are not sure that we have not still among ui»l 
vestige of that species of persecution by which tho I 
civil authorities used to punish men and women for I 
their neglect or refusal to comply with rellglousob. 1 
servances enforced by law.”

The Christian Advocate has an excellent editorial 
on ministerial indorsement of humbugs. It finds 
that the names of Christian ministers are circulating ¡ 
through the country indorsing barefaced frauds;and 
in the interest of its readers, it advises them "to pay 
no attention to a ministerial testimonial to remedies 

I whose composition is a secret, or wbioh promise 

positively to cure otherwise incurable or generally 
fatal diseases, and all the more so it the testimonial
contains references to the Almighty and providential I 

direction to buy the medicine. You may be sure I 
then that, whatever other effect the remedy has I 
had, it has either , weakened or has not Im-1 

proved the condition of the nerve-cells upon which 1 
sound judgment depends......In one instance the ] 

name of such a person was proposed for the pastor 
of one of the best churches in Methodism. A brothor ' 
of high character and respectability, noted for hli . 
kindness when speaking of ministers, rose and said, 
*1 hope that this brother will not become our pastor,’ 
•WhyP’ said a half dozen voices. He did not reply, 
but spread before them a newspaper containing the 
photograph of the minister in connection with three 

or four letters—one from himself interlarded with 

ascriptions of praise to the Deity for having led him 

to buy the —pills! His name was not mentioned 

again.” Such a punishment was, perhaps, a bitterer 
pill for the minister than any of those whose virtues 

he recommended. The congregations that adminls- 
ter such medicine, may, perhaps, effectually cure 

ministers of this virulent and contagious disease.— 

Christian Register.

Rev. Dr. Herrick Johnson, of McCormick Theo
logical Seminary in Chicago, has finally discovered 

that the Parliament of Religions in connection with 

the Columbian Fair was a sad and mischief-breeding

mistake. It was “uncalled for, hurtful, and mis
leading, ” all because it gave the representatives of 

other religions than Christianity an equal oppor
tunity with Christians to present their peculiar be

liefs. On the whole we are inclined to congratulate 

Rev. Dr. Johnson on his honesty and sincerity and 

his loyalty to his convictions. He is narrow, has a 

small and unworthy ideal of Christianity, and shuts 

out a very large part of divine truth from his mind 

by his petty dogmatism; but ho is honest and cour

ageous, and hews close to the lino in his thinking. 
Small as his outlook is, Rev. Dr. Johnson ought be 

of real service to the students under his charge, not 
only as an example of narrowness to be avoided, but 
of clear thinking and candor, and a willingness to 

tell the whole truth as as he sees it and to stand by 

his convictions.—Springfield Republican.

oapr.No
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POSING.
great (leal of posing done In the world 

9 studios. From the time the love
flnd the approbation of others Is awakened 

’ ’’Aid’s mind, consciously or unconsciously the 
'"5,° lhg for certain effects begins. In little 

the small airs and charming graces by

■ Thor0

■ jot6, * the b*“““ _ ____
■ 0,111^attempt is mode to emphasize their good be- I 1
B *bl°U the eyes of their elders are often prettily I 1 

'fhe posing of grown-up people, however,
■ COlD always Intended to give added grace to their
■ .qty does not so charm as in innocent child- 
Bd Bnd too often has a contrary effect from that 
Bonded» Young lovers are sometimes an excep-
■ 11110 q’hey are constant posers during courtship not 
B lwayfl intentionally, for their posing arises from a
■ 9 tural desire to call attention to what is best in I
■ ¡'hek nature and capacity, and keeping out of view

worst and weakest elements of their character;
■ laudable design if the temporary pose should lead
■ l0 constant subordination of the lower to the higher
■ uulitlos- But a pose of character when only tem- 
■Kgrarily assumed is apt to become as irksome as a
■ physical pose too long sustained, and marriage is 
K often hastened to enable one or both the lovers to
■ Ihrow off the restraining pose and sink back into
■ the natural slouchines8 of unrestrained evil tendency.
■ As when in the days of the "Millerite” excitement
■ regarding "the end of the world” a somewhat flighty
■ girl twelve years of age was among the numerous
■ «'converts” and after two or three days of trying to
■ live up to her standard of religious behavior, she
■ observed with a sigh of great discouragement, "O,
■ ¿ear, if the world is coming to an end I do wish it
■ would hurry up, for I can’t keep good much longer!” 
Bio-assumea virtue if you have it not,” does not 
I always lead to the adoption of that virtue as a life
■ principle, nor materially change the outcome of
■ character.

I ■ But another kind of posing is done by very many 
1 in this world who go through life posing constantly
■ as that which they are not, as reformers, teachers, 
I philanthropists, literatuers, philosophers, and think- 
I ers. They do no real work, they 
I thought, they retard more than they 
H the progressive movements to which 
B themselves. Their stock in trade is
J phrases of the department of work or thought in 
| which they have determined to shine, a knowledge 

I of the methods of self-seeking, wire pulling, and an 
I unlimited amount of what in slang phraseology is 

r termed "cheek.” They aim by their posing to be- 
| come identified with the cause or phase of thought 

r which it pleases them to follow, if not to be reck -
■ oned the leaders therein, and it is wonderful to see 
L how often such blatant pretenders succeed in their 

r purposes to those who do not understand how in- 
r dined are the masses of men and women who have
■ either no time or no inclination 

r selves, to aocept noisy assertion

Such posers not only steadily 
i tions, meetings, societies, etc., 

j way with that which they pose for, but are gener- 
) ally among the most active in getting up and or- 
I ganizing such arenas for their individual posing, 
r In these days of unintermiting conventions and pub- 
f lie meetings of all sorts held to consider almost 

[ every variety of topic, few understand how many of 
[ these are gotten up by interested parties for pur- 

; poses of personal aggrandizement. I asked a friend 
who had received, as I had, a circular letter invit
ing to join one of such organizations whose real 
raison d’etre I could not understand, to explain to 
mo what such an association was being organized 
for. She replied in a serious way: "I’m sure I don’t 
know unless it is to give-Mrs. -------------an opportunity
to be made president of it, since I notice she is the 
principal mover in the affair.” And it is to be feared 
that many other semi-purposeless associations are 
gotten up from the same reason, to give one or 
soveral a chance to pose as leaders of something.

Such shifty posers are largely in evidence not only 
at conventions, but at public and private "recep-

tions, dinners, etc. They have an eye keen to ob
serve the presence of the ubiquitous newspaper re
porter and the wit to seek him quickly, to offer him 
service In naming the best known persons present 
from which list the name of the kindly Informant is I 
never omitted. Thus their names are kept con- I 

Istantly before newspaper readers who innocently in 
time come to Imagine the owners of these familiar 
names must have done something of great import
ance in the world to make them so prominent, when I 
in fact their whole prominence is only a matter of * 
skillful posing.

Another kind of posers are they who pretend to 
knowledge or skill which they do not in fact possess. 
Such pretenders are touched up in the newspaper 

* joke which represents Jones declaring to Smith in 
b J the presence of Green, his enthusiastic admiration 

for Browning as the greatest of poets. When Smith 
and Green are alone together, the latter who is a 
reader of Browning remarks to Smith: "Why didn’t 
you ask him which of Browning's poems he likes 
best? Ten to one he couldn’t answer you. I don’t 
believe he ever read a line of Browning in his life.” 
To which Smith candidly replies: "Why, you see, 
between us, I never did, either.”

On the supposition, then, of a number of posers 
being gathered together, one such whom I knew to 
carry out his posing in many directions of falsity 
was perfectly safe in rushing distractedly to an ac- | is a future occurrence, and not something happening 

 

quaintance who was supposed to know something of | at a distance. Usually, as we have seen, it relates 
Browning, saying he had just received an invitation | to a death, and this death-vision is by no means re- 
to a Browning club for that evening, and would his | stricted to the Scotch seers. Miss X. related, in the 

 

friend please get him something of Browning’s at | course of her address, various stories showing the 
once as he wished to post himself before going to 
the club where he was expected to take part in the 
discussion, as he had no acquaintance previously 
with that poet’s works.

Nothing Is more contemptible and derogatory to 
genuine character than such methods of winning 
reputation from false representations. It is only 
the things which are true which are worthy and of 
good report. The man or woman who gains praise 
for work they have never done, virtues they do not 
possess, knowledge which if put to the test (which 
may come unexpectedly at any time) would be 
shown was not theirs—while their craving for 
notoriety and admiration may be gratified—will 
certainly find such approbation a Dead Sea fruit of 
the most unsatisfactory kind, for* there is ever 

within their own souls a sense of the shams they 
really are, with the ever recurrent dread of being 

found out to be mere characterless posers.

And while such posing may shiftily pass current 
in the world of test and trial through which we are 
passing, there will come a day when the soul enter
ing the spheres of Reality will be stripped of all the 

sham drapery of make believe, and forced to make 
all future progress toward spiritual happiness and 

attainment on the basis of what it really is, and not 
what it would fain pretend to be. Where its gains 

I will come from genuine achievement and its self
approbation be won only through real merit and 

! true humility. So the best preparation for happi

ness in the world of spirit must consist in the up
building of character instead of reputation while in 

this preparatory material world.

tlon which-there was an objection to commit to writ
ing, Miss X. was asked by the committee of the So
ciety (or Psychical Research conducting the investi
gation, to visit some of the localities which prom- 

| ised to yield the best results. Acting on this invi- 
I tatlon Miss X. proceeded, accompanied by a friend, 
I to a small Island in the Hebrides, on the west coast 

of Scotland, which she found to be simply a sand-
• bank, ten miles long and eight broad, covered.with 

fine sweet herbage, and without a vestige of timber. 
The only wood on the island was derived from 
wrecked vessels, and it was so precious that its own
ers kept it hidden from sight. Only when the mak
ing of a coffin was necessary, did etiquette require 
the possessors of such treasure-l^ove to part with it. 
A funeral is the only event which occurs to relieve 
the monotony of every day life, except an occasional 
wedding, and It is not surprising, therefore, that 
most of the stories which Miss X. heard were con
nected with coffins and funerals.

The seers with whom MissX. had interviews made 
no claim to communicating with the spirits of the 
dead, indeed, such a suggestion was received with 
horror and disgust. They maintained that the fac
ulty they were able to exercise is a kind of extension 
of vision, a seeing of something not visible to those 
not especially gifted. It must be, however, an ex
tension of vision in a double sense, as what is seen

actual existence of the seer faculty. One of them 
we will reproduce here, as it illustrates the symbolic 
character which many of the stories possess, and 
which seem to associate the faculty with crystal 
vision. A man was going home one evening at dusk. 
As he approached a certain cottage, "he observed *a 
wee man,1 a dwarf well known In the Island, sitting 
on the and wall near the chimney. The *wee man1 
was apparently tugging with all his strength at 
something heavy within the roof>tree. When the 
seer came up to the cottage no wee man was visible, 
nor upon inquiry had he been there that day. Then 
the seer was much troubled and knew that a funeral 
was in prospect. Shortly after the ‘wee man’ died, 
and the owner of the cottage being known to pos
sess some wood, a rare possession in the island, was 
called on to produce it (or the coffin. Lt was hidden 
away in the roof, and in order to reach it men had to 
climb on to the end wall and pull the planks out 
from under the thatch.” This story was well known 
in the island, and Miss X. states that she received 

it from many who heard it before the coincidence 4 

occurred.
Miss X. obtained at first hand less than a hundred 

cases of second sight, in spite of assistance from par
ish doctors and others, and she thinks the material 
insufficient for the basing of any definite conclusion, 
although they may serve to indicate the direction in 

which the inquiry seems likely to point. The fol
lowing are the suggestions she throws out:

1. The evidence of the seers themselves points to 

the theory that "second sight” is, in many cases, a 

sort of extension or exaltation of the normal facul
ties, the ‘prophecies’ being in many instances, closely 

analogous to the cases of crystal vision, automatic 

writing, and other forms of externalizing an idea, 
which may be due to memory and conscious observa
tion, especially of such signs as might easily escape 

the notice of the more occupied ordinary conscious

ness.
2. Though such a faculty is quite unrecognized by 

the seers themselves, there seems little doubt that 

thought-transference plays an important part in the 

experiences they relate.
3. Careful inquiry into their habits of thought 

showed the Highland seers whom Miss X. bad an 

opportunity of questioning, (some twenty, at least) 

to be strong visualizers; this, in relation not only 

to their visions, but to their ordinary mental habits.
4. -In many stories, the same feature received—

■■
0

SECOND SIGHT.
The English lady who Is known in psychical cir

cles as Miss X. has been investigating the subject of 
second sight among the Scottish Highlanders, and 

recently gave an address in relation thereto. It ap
pears that, through the liberality of the Marquis of 
Bute, the Society for Psychical Research had been 
able to make inquiries by circular as to 
lence of that peculiar faculty, although 

was not very satisfactory. Subsequently 
himself sent out a similar ciroular in his 
and out of two hundred and ten reports obtained, 
sixty-four of them were more or less in the affirma
tive. As it appeared from some of the communica- ___________ _________ , ___
tions, that personal application might elicit informa-1 namely, the vision of a bright light (usually in
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through the aid of money, and through people often 
not in harmony with our or their intellectual plane; 
why can they not come to each of us direct? Why 
do not their minds touch our own as they did in the 
flesh. Why must I, for instance do without that 
psychic, light which would be staff and strength from 
the dear ones who never, while here failed me?

Apropos of what you relate in your own ‘psychic 
experiences’ in regard to seeing a spirit face above 
that of a dying friend, is the following told me by a 
lady who had previously no religious faith whatever: 
When watching by the bedside of a dearly loved baby 
neice she said to herself, “Now if there is a soul, if 
there be a God—let me as this dear life departs, see it 
go?” The little one gave a struggle, it seemed dead, 
no breath was perceptible—but, as she gazed awe- 
stilled a grey mist emanated from around the baby’s 
head which rose and gradually resolved itself into 
the child’s similitude, but smaller, and floated off 
toward the ceiling where it vanished. ‘Believe me, 
or not, ’ said she, ‘it makes no difference to me, but 
I now know that I have seen a soul! 
I feel with you Mrs. U. that the old lines of belief 
are breaking down—to be merely liberal, scientific,or 
agnostic is not enough. The psychical seen through 
the lens of science and reason is surely needed.”

As added confirmation of what this correspondent 
mentions in regard to “seeing a soul” I have always 
regretted that I have never been able to identify the 
woman physician whom I overheard relate a similar 
story a few years ago. It was at a suffrage gather
ing held at “Bose Cottage,” Edge water, Hl., the 
home of Rosa Miller Avery. Several small refresh
ment tables were scattered through the dining, sit
ting, and “Rose” rooms, each table accommodating 
six or more. Psychical mysteries had somehow 
become the topic at the table adjoining the one at 
which I was seated, but 
quainted with those who 
only listen with interest 
there. A strong-faced 
whom I heard addressed 
up the ball of conversation, arresting my attention

nection with some incident in the story), followed by 
unconscious deportation of the seer—suggesting a 
conceivable clue in the possibility of self-hypnotiza- 
tion and change of place while unconscious of sur
roundings.

5. Miss X. failed to find any indication of belief 
that the visions are due to the agency of the de
parted, and the suggestion of spirit return was inva
riably rejected by the seer with strong expressions 
of dislike. The very few whose experiences sug
gested active external agency attributed such agency 
to the devil.

6. Miss X. found traces of certain methods of 
divination or automatism, possibly mixed with re
mains of forms of evocation, such as gazing into 
iquids carefully compounded, ‘getting views’ from 

the sea at certain stages of the moon, and the like. 
She also received certain formulas for the acquisition 
of second sight; but in no case did the people them
selves seem to attach much importance to methods 
of any kind.

7. On the contrary, they reject experiment, and 
believe that the gift is hereditary, as indeed appears 
to be the case.

Miss X. concluded her address by stating that the 
main interest in such indications as she had pointed 
ont, “Jay in the fact that they were gathered among 
people of the very simplest and most unconventional 
kind, who, nevertheless, even in the wildest spots, 
had attained a degree of culture and of actual book- 
learning far surpassing that of the corresponding, 
even of many higher classes, in England. She found 
them in every instance capable of discussing the phe
nomena with the utmost intelligence, handling the 
subject with faith rather than with superstition, 
anxious for enlightenment as to its mysteries, for the 
most part free from dogmatism, and universally 
courteous, logical and reverent.”

It should be added that Miss X. made her inqui
ries under exceptionally favorable conditions. Her 
reputation as a crystal-seer had preceded her, and 
this recognition as an adept obtained for her inqui
ries favorable attention. She was,indeed, accredited 
by report with powers of magic and witchcraft. This I ^7 her opening words: “Well—I know its the fashion 

 

she was able, however, to live down, and secured I to disbelieve in continued existence, but, ladies— 

 

the full confidence of those whose peculiar gifts she I nevertheless I have seen a disembodied spirit at the 
was investigating, as much through her own sym
pathetic attitude 23 by her special attainments.

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS.
A friend who finds much happiness and consola

tion in her Unitarian church affiliations, writes me 
thus: “I am deeply interested in psychical matters, 
as is also my husband who has had experiences 
which he feels could not have emanated from his 
own mind. I have personally never had such experi
ences, except once when • in deep trouble I was in
wardly calmed by an assurance from my father. It 
was as if his spirit spoke to mine though he had been 
what we call ‘dead’ for seven years. But in spite of 
the fact emphasized by Mr. Hudson in his book that 
so many Spiritualists and mediums seem intellect
ually weak, yet when a paper like yours approaches 
the spiritual from the scientific side, one finds the sub
ject of surpassing interest. I am so eager for more 
light' had I a bit of power in that direction I should 
never give it up as Ihave known two friends of mine 
to do. One, an automatic writer, said she was afraid 
of her own mentality becoming weakened thereby— 
the other, a clairvoyant, when I protested she had 
done wrong in refusing to exercise her gift gave as 
her reason, ‘Oh, Spiritualists are apt to become too 
credulous—they start and jump at every creak, and 
ascribe the simplest things to the spirits—and I 
wish to be ruled only by my own reason.’ But I 
have always felt that spiritual knowledge and rea
son ought not to be antagonistic, and am therefore 
the more pleased to learn something of psychical 
subjects from you and Mr. U. who I fancy keep feel- I 
ing in abeyance to reason and scientific thought. 
• >ne thing, however, seems to me wrong, that the 
spirit-world above and beyond the material, as it 
should be, seems only able to communicate with us

as I was personally unac- 
were at that table, I could 
to the stories being told 
sensible looking woman 

as “Doctor” presently took

moment of death!” Doubting and questioning eyes 
being hereupon turned toward her, she went on with 
assurance: “There was brought to my sanitarium 
for treatment some time ago a man who was a 
stranger to me, and so far gone in disease that I had 
no hope of curing him from the first. He lingered a 
day or two and then died while I stood close by his 
bedside, worried mainly by my inability to help him 
As I saw the breath depart and stood thinking about 
sending word to his people, I was all at once con
scious of a presence by my side, and looking up I 
was thunderstruck to see the dead man’s counter
part standing close by me, but apparently oblivious
to my presence. He was looking down at the body 
with the most worried, mystified and wondering ex
pression on his face. I too turned to glance at the 
stiff expressionless face of the corpse, and when I 
turned again to look the spirit was gone. But I 
knew then that I had seen the soul of a man!”

A little silence fell upon the group at her table. 
Then one spoke up in a scornful way—“I suppose 
you are a Spiritualist—are you not?”

Her reply came clear as a bell:
* *No—I am no Spiritualist—I was at that time, and 

am to-day a member of the Episcopalian Church in 
good and regular standing. But life has had new 
meanings to me since that hour.” We would be 
glad to hear from our correspondents of any further 
authenticated cases of this kind.

From some business letters of a friend we take ex
tracts pertinent to the questions discussed by Joub- 
najl readers. A New York lady writes: “I have 
become intensely interested in your wonderful auto
matic writing as published in The Jolksal and 
The Arena. Some three years ago three friends 
and myself in the quiet of our own homes succeeded 
in establishing a line of communication between 
ourselves and the unseen friends by means of inde-

pendent voices.
; thought and expression so much Ufa
■ noticed in some you gave us the idea tfatF’’*■ 1'
■ who had a belief in immortality found u“*** I
I advantage after passing out of the bod,
i was given again and again to us by difare?“14* 1 

and neighbors who had passed over. I
: at liberty to write out our experience, fa*** 
: Jockxal. but the dear friend who proves ¿L,1*1 
l best sensitive under the efforts of our uo«eei ** 
: ators during our experiments objects to 1^7*" 

publicity; consequently I can only My that I
' our friends live after the change called 
. can most surely communicate with us under 

right conditions.”
Later, the same correspondent writes: >«i i 

sorry that Mrs. L. was not able to see you aloa* 
her recent visit to your city. This prer*«^ j 
from being as confidential as she wished, for I 
psychical experiences of ours having been ! 
secret among the few of us who made the expesi. 
ments for our own satisfaction, we have 
cared to make the results public on account of 
prejudices of our orthodox friends. Mrs. L, 
ever, is the one member of the little home efatle j 
who knows the least of the work from actualobier. - 
▼ation, because she was in a deep sleep or 
during most of the manifestations. I would io Ifte 
to write you a description of those three or fosx 
happy years of investigation, but to do so would fill 
many large sheets of manuscript. I always wrote 
down—sometimes during the sittings every words« 
they were uttered—and I keep these records now y 
my most treasured possessions. I hope rometiae 
you may see these, but at present Mrs. L. objeeto 
on account of her own sensitiveness on the subject 
That the voices we heard at various times wersM* 
tually independent, we know to be a fact, became 
two or three times when Mrs. L. was in her normal 
state we were allowed to sit about a small table and 
many sentences were spoken, the sound seeming to 
come from some place near the ceiling of the room. 
The time I hope is coming when all necewity for 
keeping such manifestations a secret will be overcome 
by the world’s recognition of the truth of the spirits 
continued existence. A truth which though nonii- 
ally accepted as part of all religious belief is yet re
sented as untruth when presented as a praefieal 
demonstrated fact through the phenomena of Spirit
ualism.”

Evidence is thus given from many different quar
ters of the all-pervading interest in spiritual matten 
and everywhere is the knowledge regarding our un
seen co-workers becoming more and more manlfe Ft 
and unassailable.

8. A.U.

A STUDY OF THE MOB.

Under this title, the Atlantic Monthly for Feb
ruary contains a curious study, by Mr. Boris Sides, 
of the influence of hypnotism on a crowd of indi
viduals. Its illustrations are taken chiefly from in
cidents occurring in Russia, of which the author ii a 
native, but the principles referred to in the article 
are of universal application. A mob consists of two 
chief factors, a crowd and an individual whom it fol
lows and blindly obeys. It becomes formed under 
the influence of some strange event, some strong ex
citement which makes men obedient, causes them to 
lose their will, their individuality, and **mekao 
them ready to display a blind obedience to an exter
nal command.” Here we have the principle of faa- 
cination which operates largely in hypnotization and 
which is attended with the temporary loss of indi
viduality by the person affected. 'The fact that a 
large crowd is especially liable to fall into the state 
of fascination, is explainable by reference to the 
effect of cramping voluntary movements. Profes
sor William James lays down that our fading of 
spiritual activity, is really a feeling of bodily activ
ities whose exact nature is usually overlooked. 
When, therefore, those bodily activities cannot bs 
put Into exercise, as In the case of the persons form-
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The free and lovely impulses of hospitality, the 
faithful attachment of friends,—these, too, are a holy 
religion to the heart—Schiller.

To do good, which is really good, a man must act 
from the love of good, and not with a view to reward 
here or hereafter.—Swedenborg.

the sense of individuality is lost, as in I Her life is full of regulations: she is formed and 
if»cr0 .’ an(j this condition every fresh per-I fashioned «..a ----------

■>fpnOtiZaolnS the crowd partakes of the fascinating I tain style and mode. 
0**^ Moreover, “with the increase of mem I sphere of activity, v
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fashioned, bodily and mentally, according to a cer- I 
She is confined to a narrow I

— - iioreuvc«, ••••---------------------- --- --------- sphere of activity, where she passes a dull, monot- I
■'i”UeDrOws the strength of fascination; the hypnoti-I onous life. For centuries the anvil on which mo-I 
B^ increases in intensity, until, when a certain I notony and social pressure have hammered with all I
■ ^-^cal point is reached, the crowd becomes com- I their might and main, we need not wonder that IB hypnotized, and is ready to obey blindly the I woman has formed a strong predisposition to hyp-
B fflands of its hero; it is now a mob. Thus a mob I notic states. Woman in truth is half hypnotized;
■ j hypnotized crowd.” It has no definite individ- I hence the fact that, in comparison with man, woman
■ sility. except that of the hero, although it has great I is more gentle, i=c“ 
K plasticity and readily accommodates itself to his I (nboHtonno

■ djanging moods.
■ It is well remarked that the body of a mob is not I 1 
| »Itogetber structureless; it has a certain low phase I
■ c.f organization. It possesses a nucleus which at I 
K tat forms the centre of the crowd, but is forced to I
■ ¿e front, acting as both sensory and prehensile I 
I o.’gans. The neucleus contains a nucleolinus within I
■ s nucleolus, which is the original central hero with I 
K ¡¡is immediate devotees. Or a still higher organiza- I 
B ¿on may reached, in which the nucleus is differ- I
■ tinted into two parts, one possessing the sensory I
■ function, and the other the prehensile function. The I 
B nucleolus also may be thus divided, one part pos- I 
B meting the function of willing and the other that of 
B gliding. As to the mob leader himself, be belongs 
B to the class of heroes whose attractive power arises | 
B from their objective action, and not from their own 
B ifidiriduality. The difference is illustrated by refer 
B eoee to the two distinct hypnotic states, the indif- 
B ferent and the somnambulic. In the first state, the 
K contractions proper to it “may be produced by any- 
B one, or be produced by one person and destroyed by 
B soother; they do not depend on individual influence, 
B wd suggestion may be given by any one of those
■ present.” In the ease of elective somnambulism, on 
B the other hand, “the subject is attracted towards the 
B experimenter; if the experimenter withdraws to a 
B distance, the subject displays uneasiness and dis-
■ comfort; he sometimes follows the experimenter with 
B tsigh, and can rest only when by his side.” This 
B is the kind of fascination exercised by the great 
B leaders of mankind, but with a mob the hypnotic 
B state is of the indifferent kind, and hence it can be 
B influenced and diverted by any one.
I | The writer of the article from which these re
fl marks are taken points out that there is eviden tly a 
B constitutional predisposition in the masses to pass 
I into the trance-like condition of the mob. As to the 
I 021156 of this predisposition, he seeks it in the prin-
■ ciple of monotony attending the continuous impres- 
I eion of the senses, which constitutes one of the 
I modes of producing the hypnotic state. Thus, ap- 
I plying that principle “wherever the social environ- 
I ment is monotonous, there men are prepared to be 
I good subjects for hypnotization. Frequently they 
I are hypnotized by the environment itself, and if a 
I hero appears they are ready to obey him, and thus 
I to become a mob. It is known that the common 
I people in general and soldiers in particular are ex- 
I cellent subjects for hypnotic purposes. But social 
I pressure is also an important factor in the hypnoti- 
| zation of the masses, owing to ita suppression of in- 
| dlviduality. The individual cannot determine his 
I own relations in life, and his voluntary movements 
I being interfered with, there is induced the peculiar 
I hypnotic state of fascination which is favorable to

the formation of- mobs. Thus the laws which re- 
[ strain freedom of action by the individual may 

themselves operate to form mobs.”
E The operation of social pressure and monotony is 

called in to explain why women are good hypnotic 
[ subjects. The writer says: “For centuries the so

cial pressure was brought to bear on women with 
special severity; their life was fixed for them by 
their fathers, husbands, eldest sons, by religions 
and by class regulations. All individuality, person
ality was mercilessly, brutally destroyed in women. 
They were shut up in harems; at best they were 
strictly confined by the boundaries of the family 
circle Even in our times, especially in European 
and Eastern countries, the sociostatic pressure has 

i work out its deadl y effects on woman, not ceaseu w

, more submissive, more obedient I < 
(obedience and modesty are her virtues), suffers I ; 
more from nervous diseases (like the Yakuti of Si-1 
beria and the northern Russias), is more inconstant, I 
less original, more impressive, less reasonable, and I 

I more imitative.” There is much truth in this view, I 
but we think the social influences to which these ef- I 
tecta are ascribed are aided by something in the con- I 

I stitution of woman herself, without which she would 
I never have become subject to them in so much 
I higher a degree than man has been. Indeed, much 
I of the social stress referred to is due to the compara- 
I tive impassivity which has distinguished woman 
I all ages and under all conditions.

INFLUENCE OF IDEAS.
The study made by Mr. Percival Lowell, in 

“Occult Japan,” of the mental condition of Bl 
I Asiatic people, who are now the most receptive of I 1 
I Western ideas, has so important a bearing on men- I 
I tai science in general that it is deserving of further I 
I consideration. The Japanese are said to be espe- I , 
I dally susceptible to external psychological influ- I , 

ences, arising from their lack of personality. This |
I impersonality shows itself in absence of originality, I 
I combined with extreme imitativeness, in an inca- I 
I pacity tor entertaining very abstract ideas, and a 1 
I «n«ll development of the reasoning powers. The 

want of mental activity is betrayed by the decorous 
demeanor of the whole nation, as exhibited in its | 
subjection to an exacting system of etiquette, to 
which a Japanese would make no objection if left 
to This is due to an innate tranquility of
mind that “shows itself before long-continued habit 
can have set its seal upon the man himself. He in- i 

I herits it with the rest of his constitution. In Japan 
the very babies are unconsciously good.”

While Mr. Lowell’s book was passing through the 
press the Japanese were giving a practical demon
stration that their receptivity had borne fruit in 
the development of a fresh train of mental activity. 
Their war with China proves that they have not 
only received but have assimilated Western ideas.

I although these may not yet have completely sub
jected their minds so as to reform perfectly their 
mental disposition. The attitude of the advanced

I Japanese party finds its parallel in the awakening 
I of woman among peoples of the Western world, and 

Mr. Lowell ascribes to woman in general the want
I of personality which he considers the chief mental 
I characteristics of the French of the East. Undoubt
edly women have always shown themselves more 
susceptible than men to foreign influences, and it is 
probably their want of initiative which so long kept 
them, politically at least, in a secondary position. 
Nevertheless women of ideas have always in their 
turn affected others, and nothing is more remark
able in the world’s history than the power exercised 
by women in political affairs through their influence 
over men, notwithstanding the general subordina
tion of the sex. During all the ages through which 
they have slept women have been accumulating en
ergy, and now that they are awakening to a sense of 
their rights and responsibilities, they must be ex
pected to exhibit an equivalent force of character 
and conduct.

It is not, however, with this phase of the subject 
we wish now to deal. The female mind has ex
hibited signs of impersonality through lack of ac
tivity, arising from want of incentive, rather than 
through deficiency of ideas. But these ideas usually 
in the past belonged to the class which reproduce 
themselves in action and hence are termed motor-

ideas. Since Carpenter first made the discovery or 
what he regarded as an abnormal phenomenon, it 
has been found that “every motor-idea, that is, 
every idea of a bodily movement, instantly produces 

| that movement when not inhibited by other ideas.” 
I But a motor-idea may give rise to what are termed 
| ideo-ideas. Professor William James, who has 
I worked out the subject in connection with his matu- 

, I tinal experiences, points out that ideo-ideas have an 
l | inhibitive operation. Rut they may give rise to 
I | other similar ideas, until a motor-idea is finally 

aroused generating bodily movement, and the circle 
of mental activity is completed. Judging from the

I actions of children we may be tempted to think that 
| every idea originally belongs to the motor class. 
| Inhibition comes at first from without, giving rise 
I to ideo-ideas which increase in strength and fre-
I quency with the experiences of life, and which in 
| the adult mind have come largely, through their in-

II hibitive tendency, to control the conduct of life.
i I Ideo-ideas may thus be regarded, it seems to us, as 

being related to the motives of conduct, and they 
are inhibitive simply because the consciousness is

I fixed on them, consciousness delaying the expression 
I of idea in action. The expression is what is usually 
I spoken of as will, and it must be distinguished from 
I volition, which is choice among motives or ideas. 
I Consciousness is the condition of this volition, and 
I it is attended with the association of ideas which is 
I the function of choice.

Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten has some strong 
words in Light upon the importance of guarding 
against fraud on the part of professional mediums. 
She says*. Let it be distinctly understood that I have 
no word of caution to give, nor have I ever found it 

I necessary to exercise any. amongst personal friends, 
| or in private circles, whether the séance be held in 
I light or darkness. But 1 do allege —and I am borne 
I out in this allegation by thousands of still earnest 
I Spiritualists—that fraud and imposition have been 
I practiced upon the public by all too many profes- 
I sional mediums, in the name of Spiritualism, to a 
I frightful extent. The question, then, necessarily 
I arises—and that no less for the sake of the really 
I honest medium as well as in the best interests of 
I Spiritualism—how can this shameful perversion of 
I one of the most sacred and holy of truths be met and 
I combated? Once again—dealing exclusively with 
I those who make mediumship a profession—I would 
I urge that the medium should either be required to 
I submit to a thorough personal examination by an ap- 
I propriate committee, or so held, tied, or fastened as 
I to make movement impossible, whether inside or 

outside of cabinets....... It is not, however, as be
fore observed, of friends, unprofessional mediums, 
or of private circles that I am writing. But in re
gard to investigations conducted in any way through 
professional or interested persons, professing to be

■ mediums, I would again and again solemnly urge 
thorough preliminary search, or that means should 
be adopted to prevent the possibility of imposture.

1 We have seen, and may do so again, much senti- 
1 mental writing on the subject of the “cruelty and
■ degradation,” etc., of such tests; but we hear noth

ing of the shocking cruelty practiced by frauds on 
trusting hearts and bereaved mourners, seeking for 
proof of their beloved one's return in vain; nor do we 
hear anything of the “degradation” to which vile 
imposture reduces the Doblest and grandest of revela
tions that has ever been given to humanity for nine
teen hundred years.

The first condition of human goodness is something 
to love; the second Is something to reverence.— 
George Eliot.
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THE SEANCE.

By Belle V. Cushman.
Aa you wait in the silence and shadow 
A nd think of loved ones, gone 
To a shadow and silence far deeper, 
You pray for light and the dawn.

For assuranoe that man is immortal. 
For proof beyond cavil or fear 
That the grave la only the portal 
That leads ton happier sphere.

The nature of man is as varied 
As leaves in the forest grand, 
As blades of grass In Summer Held, 
As-shapes in shifting sand.

There are those who awake at the earliest 
The first faint flush of the dawn
To welcome the light of a coming day. 
And rejoice that the night is gone.

There are others who see not the dawn of 
Though the sun to its zenith has risen, 
Though bolts and bars are rusted away 
They still remain in their prison.

And friends who love you standing wait, 
And try in every way
To send within that prisoning gate 
A bit of Heaven's own day.

'Twill come in time to each and all— 
The fruit of love's endeavor, 
You'll sometime hear the voices call, 
You shall not wait forever. 

FLORIDA CAMP.
To the Editor: Active preparation! 

are being made to accommodate visitors 
to the Southern Cassadaga Camp at Lake 
Helen, Florida, which is to open Feb. 
16th, 1895, holding four weeks. Some of 
the best speakers and mediums will be 
employed. Although there has been de
lays in announcing the date of the com
mencement of the meeting, on account of 
the many difficulties to be overcome in 
the pioneer work of such an institution, 
we feel the greatest assurance of its final 
success. The association has been incor
porated according to the laws of the State 
of Florida and the charter recorded. We 
are constantly receiving communications 
from people in both the Northern and 
Southern States, who are anxious to come, 
and will’ng to forego luxuries, and accom
modate themselves to conditions neces
sarily attending the establishment of a 
new Oamp in a comparatively new coun
try. The managers are doing everything 
in their power to provide comfortable ac
commodations at reasonable prices, and 
are succeeding admirably.

A lodging house and several cottages 
are being built and tents put up. During 
a large portion of the time tents are per
fectly comfortable without any fire, but 
at any time during the winter season a 
northwest wind is liable to make a de
mand for fires either in tents or houses. 
A small wood or oil stove answers every 
purpose. This is my third winter in 
Florida and I have never seen any frost 
until the late cold wave of December 28th, 
swept over the country producing the 
greatest destruction of fruits known dur
ing the last fifty years. Fortunately such 
unpleasant visitors are very rare and 
make a very short stay. Furnished rooms 
can be rented in the village of Lake Helen 
and vicinity at moderate prices. A begin
ning will be made this season of a camp 
that we hope will be farreaching in its 
educational and bénéficient influence. The 
hearts of its projectors are in the work. 
They are among the most influentia’ Spir
itualists, both of the Northern and South
ern States. It is their aim to provide a 
comfortable, healthful and ' inexpensive 
resort where our friends can happily and 
profitably spend the winter months, where 
those from the North, while escaping the 
extreme cold of winter can cooperate with 
the spirit world and their fellow-workers 
of the South in inspiring a sentiment of 
brotherly love and good will in hearts 
long severed by misunderstanding and 
sectional strife.

Lake Helen is situated on the A. & W. 
Div. of Jackson, St. Augustine and Indian 
River Railway, commonly known as the 
East Coast- Line. Close connections are 
made at Orange City Junction with the 
J. T. & K. W. R’y which gives a chpice 
of routes from Jacksonville. All com-

munioations will be answered promptly 
by the corresponding secretary.

Emma J. Huff. 
Lake Helena. Fla.

“FRATERNAL BENEFICIAL SOCIETY 
WORK.”

To the Editor: Thai great advances 
Java been in liberalizing the religious 
thought and that the tendency has been 
toward a common fraternity as a finality, . 
is apparent to any dispassionate observer, 
although we know there are instances 
that might be mentioned, which would 
seemingly conlradict this view, yet in 
comparison with other incidents proving 
such position, these dwarf into insignifi
cance, and just here allow me to refer to 
a significant remark of Archbishop Ryan 
in his lecture on “Agnosticism and its 
Causes” delivered in the Philadelphia 
Academy of Music and reported in brief 
in thé Philadelphia Ledger of Dec. 13th, 
1894.
“With regard to differences amongst 

Christians, I do not believe that any en- . 
lightened members of any Protestant de
nomination maintain that the members of 
other denominations or the members of 
the Catholic Church shall be ex
cluded from salvation simply be
cause they belong to such organizations. 
I am quite certain that the Catholic 
Church does not exclude Jews, Gentiles 
and Protestants from salvation.* She 
leaves such judgment to Almighty God 
who alone knows each individual soul and 
can alone judge of its merits or demerits.” 

On the stage during the delivery of the 
lecture were Bishops, Foss of the M. E. 
Church, and Tanner of the A. M. E. 
Church and various other clergymen, and 
Mrs. U. S. Grant as a specially invited 
guest.

It is also generally agreed to, that the 
forward movement during the past three 
score years has been beyond precedent, 
and credit having been given by the advo
cates of each of the various causes as
cribed for such advances, it is evident 
that to no one cause alone can all the 
credit be given. I would therefore re
spectfully ask your intelligent readers to 
consider if the development of the prin
ciple of co-operation as exemplified in the 
work of the various secret fraternal bene
ficial societies and the consequent close 
association of men of various creeds (and 
of no creed) in the charitable work that is 
an inseparable part, has not had some 
beneficial effect on the body politic. Co
incident with the increasing impetus 
given to such societies as a recognition of I 
their usefulness and worth, came the more 
liberal feeling, and as*their field of labor 
widened, so progressed the liberal ideas.

I do not “claim everything” for such 
society work, but maintain it has been, 
unintentionally, not the least factor in 
this grand work which shall end in a uni
versal brotherhood of man. Usually the 
motto (creed) of a society is brief; take the 
Odd Fellows for instance, “Friendship, 
Love and Truth,” can any church present 
a better one, and does not the present 
prosperity of that great organization bear 
witness that it has carried out those prin
ciples? I am not a member of this organ
ization. yet I know its strength is a mon
ument to the idea of mutual assistance in 
times of need made possible by coopera
tion.
. Is nor the main objection to secret so

cieties by the Catholic Church that of fear 
of losing members by the liberalizing pro
cess that manifests itself when men re
gardless of creed, work in harmony to re
lieve and comfort the sick and distressed, 
to care for the orphan and widow? Hav
ing been a member of one of the largest 
(if not the largest) secret beneficial socie
ties for the past thirteen years and having 
had the opportunity to see some grand, 
good work done, and belonging to an or
der (Imp. O. R. M.) having a platform 
broad enough for all who believe in the 
“Great Spirit” to stand upon without fear 
of interference to their own individual re
ligious or political faith, seeing J»*ws, 
Catholics, Protestants, (various denomi
nation*) and others of no definite creedal 
class, all working in harmony in work 
that tends to fraternize the world, I must 
plead for some share of attention to this 
as a liberalizing cause, contending that 
men consider deed above creed, and in the 
comparison creed must step aside, the 
conscious performance of a good action 
being a wedge that will split man-built 
creedal barriers.

The primary, object of men in joining 
fraternal beneficial societies being to pro
vide for themselves in case of future ad ver-

MOST RESISTLESS OF ANIMALS.
We are apt to consider ourselves the 

most powerful and all-conquering mem- 
I bers of the animal world and next to us 
we range such creatures as the lion, 
tiger, grizzly bear and elephant as capable 
of maintaining their own against all com
ers in an open hand-to-hand or mouth-to- 
mouth fight. Yet in doing so we err 
greatly, simply because we consider mere 
bigness or muscular force, forgetting the 
energy and the intellectual powers that 
make one of nature’s tiny creatures, when 
combined in the vast numbers in which 
they are always found, by far the most 
formidable animal force known on land. 
Therefore when the question is put to us: 
“Which do you consider the most resist
less of all animals?” It is always safe to 
reply that, if warlike manifestations are 
referred to, the soldier or driver ants are 
far and away the most terribly invincible 
creatures with which we can be brought 
in contact. M. Coillard, a French mis
sionary in the Barotse valley of South 
Central Africa, thus writes of these ter
rors there: “One sees them busy in innum
erable battalions, ranked and disciplined, 
winding along like a broad black ribbon 
of watered silk. Whence come they? 
Where are they going? Nothing can stop 
them nor can any object change their 
route. If it is an inanimate object they 
turn it aside and pass on; if it is living, 
they assail it venomously, crowding one 
on top of the other to the attack, while 
the main army passes on, business
like and silent. Is the obstacle a 
trench or a stream of water. Then they 
form themselves at its edge into a compact 
mass Is this a deliberating assembly ? 
Probably, for soon the mass stirs and 
moves on. crosses the trench or stream, 
continues in its incessant and mysterious 
march. A multitude of these soldiers are 
sacrificed for the common good and these 
legions, which know not what it is to be 
beaten, pass over the corpse of these vic
tims to their destination.” Against these 
tiny enemies no man nor band of men nor 
of tiger nor even a herd of elephants can 
do anything but hurriedly get out of the 
way. Among the Barotse natives a favor
ite form of capital punishment is to coat 
the victim with grease and throw him be
fore the advancing army of soldier ants. 
The quickness with which the poor wretch 
is dispatched is marvellous when it is con
sidered that each ant can do nothing more 
than merely tear out a small particle of 
flesh and carry it off. Yet in a surpris
ingly short time the writhing victim will 
have been changed into a skeleton of clean 
and polished bones that will make the 
trained anatomist envious.

On thia Continent, have received.

HIGHEST AWARDS 
from the great

I
 si tv or sickness.be it understood that refer
ence is here made to organizations which 
have the relief and care of the sick and 
distressed members or their families as a 
sole object, and not to those that add to 
this some peculiar religious, anti-catho
lic, anti-protestant, patriotic or other like 
tenet.

Truly “many can help one where one 
cannot help many” and cooperation in 

| any direction for the welfare of the peo
ple should be recognized aud encouraged 
and what grander work can be engaged in 
than that of “saving souls” (from suffer
ing) by furnishing the means for supply
ing physical wants in time of need.

“Sannap.”

Troubles
Originate in

Impure gì.
Therefore the t WIMethod of Cnr?Ue 1
Is to Take

HOOD’S 
SarsaparUi.

Purifies
The Blood

Bohuretogetnood^^ 1

Hood’s Pills are th, —J
gentle and effective. Try a box. 2fclhai,le>

RICHARD HODGSON, SECRETARY AMlRiCi 
Branch of the Society for Psychical Bt 
SEARCH, writes: I have re-read with much plem* 
in print, the pages which I read so long agolnnm. 
script. It seems to me that you might have iuii 
more emphasized the fact that the hook Is not the 
product of your normal consciousness. Thlsmakei 
It all the more remarkable, whatover bo the oUs 
of “The Voices" whose utterances form the Utt-‘ 
whether disembodied human spirits, or the vhjIm 
manifestations of your own subliminal 
ness, or some yet more foreign Intelligence. And 
while I cannot say that I agree with every oplnlc* i 
expressed In it, I think that few persons can rest It J 
wlthOLt feeling better and stronger, and ¿certainly I 
believe that most of our members would be rerj | 
glad to have It brought to their attention, It tai 
charming and valuable production.

F. L. BURR, for a quarter of a century editorol 
the Hartford Dally Times,writes: Yourexpertesco 
on the borderland of two worlds are ourloui sM 
f asolnatlng. The life we are leading here Is not the 
beginning nor the ending. It Is, as you assert,cer
tainly not the ending. I can never for one monni 
alter the Glbralter of my faith, that our loved MM 
do oome back to us; sometimes, as In your cue 
they materially aid us, as also In various uuyiiftj 
ways.

Industrial and Food 
EXPOSITIONS

In Europe ano America.

IT COSTS YOU HOTHINB 
i> THIS flÍuÍL35*n»WO.OO ■ACII1NK 
H ABSOLUTELY FREE. No Rlsrepresenta- 
>] lion. NoHeheme. Wameunjnslwlmt wmnjr 
3 Tld.mvhln.liTounfrM.No.uHi opportunity hsa 
CT.r befara bon otftrtd. We »halloontlnue then lib.

"The Most Remarkable Book Ever imtin h •
TFbmon."

The author has now received SIXTEEN HUS* 
DEED letters of thanks and commondtllon. .1

PRICE! Paper, 60c. Cloth, 81.00. Satin, Illi 1 

For sale at this office.BAES AND THRESHOLDS. *
By MRS. EMMA MINER.

This story Is full of intereat and ■plrilaalpUM*' 
P-hy. its author la a fine Inspirational writer 
medium. When published ns n newspaper NTliHI 
oreated much Interet; and the demand hll MM 
M to warrant putting It In book form. BveryBl®* 
uallstnnd every Jiboral thinker will enjoy IM iW

• nporoovors. 210 pp. Price 25 oenU. ... 
P.nirrniAn'^hoIo"a,° Bnd retail. 11 Tn« Riuei*
«HlLOFnFni0iUf JOURNALOXFORB MFU.L'O. 841Waba»h Are.,Lhlrago
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MOTHER’S WISH.
I .labors for tho day were ended,
r.«"#r,*ld*“ ,h°d'”' ° d h°”” 
«.»a e.<bor«a 1» >b"
oua •»« h*d

Lblla wo sat there Idly talking
Of the day of toil and strife, ,

4jraI)dina BUrtkd us by asking
| \yhnt wo wanted after life.
Lgfor mo," said grandma smiling.

»When my journey hero Is o’er,
¿nd myB0U* begins its flight

To that bright, eternal shore, 
a'btn I roach that Golden City 
| I want to hear with one accord: 
•qVelldone, thou servant, good and faithful,

Accept tho promise of thy Lord.”

»[want," said our father,
"When my life work here is done,

And 1 And that lam drifting, 
With the sands of life all run:

And-my noul shall wing Its flight
■ To the realms of light above.
To know that beyond tho gates
\ i'll meet all those I dearly iove.”

"Do you know what I want?” said Clara, 
As she shook her tangled, golden curls,

■■When I die I want to go to heaven 
With all the other boys and girls.

And when I reach that Heavenly City 
I want to know that I shall find

|Thiit neither grandma, papa, mamma. 
Nor any of you are left behind.”

■*I want,” said I, "when my time has come. 
And 1 am called to go,

To feel that I have not lived injain
I While Journeying here belotv.
I want my life to be so pypi^
I That unto me there shall be given, 
when I leave this earth’s estate,

A place among the saints in heaven.”

Poor, tired mother came and stood
r Just within the- kitchen door;
Qn her face were marks of toil and care, 

Such as we’d ofttimes seen before 
What would I like?” she slowly asked, 
As her uchlng brow she pressed;

f'l think I should like, fora while at least,
To He in my grave and rest.”

—Charles E. Wells.

CHRISTINI G. ROSSETTI.
All the houses on Torrington Square 

| look very much alike, tall, bleak, brown. 
[The chief difference is in degree of dingi- 
| Dess only, for the square lies in the heart 

of the-smoky city, and near the center. 
| The square itself is a long narrow strip of 

green turfed land dotted with trees, gray 
J and grim now, but cultivated by hundreds 
I of tiny sparrows. Everybody loves as 
I they pass to listen to the cheerful twitter- 
| ing of these little creatures who make 
■pnerry even in a fog, and are no more to 
| he drowned by a London drizzle than was 

Mark Tapley by a Missouri swamp. Tor
rington Square is only two blocks from 

| my own residence, but it was some time 
L before I discovered that the sparrow’s best 
| friend was the woman laureate of England.

Ghristini Rossetti dwelt at No. 30 and 
| would often break off her soul-impassioned 

strains to feed her humble little neighbors. 
| So much has been said about the fam* 
| liy, without doubt the most remarkable 
| family London has ever had, from which 
| this gifted woman sprang, so much writ

ten of her genius, her place in art, by the 
| most appreciating and critical pens in 
I England that one may well hesitate to add 
a word more about the poet; let it be in- 

| Btead, of the woman, of whom little is 
known and less spoken.

r When I stepped into the silent house 
|from which in five short years four mem
bers of the Rossetti family had been car
ried to their final rest, it struck me that 
almost unconsciously I was locking for 
¡something of that mystery and romantic 
but grotesque charm which characterized 
the home of Dante Gabriel Rossetti in 
Chelsea. Nothing of the sort was here, 
and from the rather bare hall—like all 
halls on this square—I was kindly taken 
into the dining-room, which was painfully 
like all other dining-rooms on the square

There was the rathe«* worn furniture and 
carnet, the big tabla, with Us raded ohe- 
nllo cloth, the leather-covered sofa and 
allff mantel, and the wall covered with an 
Ugly, ahiney yellow paper. A few amall

pictures were hung too high on the wall I 
to be seen well. A. few book shelves held I 
devotional works, and that was all—all I 
except a very small round table with three I 
corrugated legs aucl a top which seemed I 
absolutely worn from use. I looked I i 
through the one large window at the little I 
birds asking in bird way for their silent I 
friend, and asked if L might see Miss Ros- I 
setti’s study—the room where she wrote I 
that rare and subtle poem, “The Prince’s I 
Progress,” her charming “Sing Song,” I 
and “The Pageant." which caused En- I 
gland to apply for the first time the titV(j-| 
poet—they had always insisted on poetess I - 
to a woman.

“Miss Rosetti” was the reply of her I 
I faithful friend, “had no study or room to I 

work in she called her own-. Most of her I 
writing was done in this very robin and on I 
that little .wbrn table you have been'look- I 
ing at. She would sit here because this I 
was occupied in turn by her Aunts Miss I 
Eliza and Miss Charlotte Poiidori, and byJ 
her brother. AU those lived to be over 80 I 
years of age, and were devotedly nursed I 
by Miss Rossetti in whose arms they died. I 
She never seemed to think her writing mat-1 
tered.and if a cough or sound was heard, I 
no matter now slight, she was in there in I 
a second.

“All sorts of interruptions came, but al 
frown or an impatient word never marked 
them.

“It was just the same,” continued -my 
informant sadly, “when Miss. Rossetti 
was taken ill herself. For twelve months 
she was unable to write or read a word. 
At times her suffering was great, but not 
one complaint ever escaped her, and when 
toward the last articulation failed, she I 
spent hours, her lips moving in silent I 
prayer and praise. When the end came, 
one long loving look from her great black 
eyes, grown dim, at us, and a deep sigh of 
content alone marked it."

Christina Rosetti wrote verses at 12 
years of age of uncommon merit; and at 
16 a little volume which her grandfather I 
wisely and proudly published. At 19 she 
sat to her brother, who adored her, for the 
famous picture-which now hangs in the 
National Gallery—“The Girlhood of Mary 
Virgin.” The sweet, virginal face is 
raised from the embroidery frame to the 
gracious lines of the tall white lily, 
guarded by an angel child, while St. Anne, 
her mother, sits beside her, and through 
the open window of the Galilean dwelling 
are seen St. Joseph tending the vine and 
the symbolic figure of the sacred dove.

Idealized in its intense spirituality as the 
poet’s face is in this work much is lost of 
the ripe, full, beauty, and rich coloring 

i which characterizes a small and exquisite 
portrait made at about the same time 
when, as Queen of the pre-Raphaelites, 
men whose names go to make up the his
tory of art and literature in England, 
were at her feet. Homage affected her as 
little as her material surroundings, for 
she seems always to have lived in an at
mosphere of her own creating without 
consciousness of her rare gifts, demand
ing nothing from the world—giving of her 
best to all who came to her, living a re
ligion as exalted as the conceptions of 
Tolstoi.

The funeral service held at Christ 
Church, Woburn square, was remarkable 
for simplicity and the rendering of two of 
the poet’s most beautiful hymns. For 
twenty-five years Miss Rossetti had not 
missed the weekly holy communion, and 
the choristers were visibly affected as they 
rendered her songs. The little church is 
more American than English in its cheer
fulness of tones, the brightness of the 
stained glass, and the freshness of the 
furnishings. This misty morning it was 
full. The congregation came and went on 
foot; neither carriages nor livery were to 
be seen. The clothes* of those present 
were of the most indifferent, the wreaths 
on the coffin of the simplest, yet every 
face showed grief, real, unconventional 
grief, and the names of those present were 
a roll call of England’s best in its world of 
brains.—Robert P. Porter, in Inter Ocean.

WEIK WOMEN 
and all mothers who are nursing 
babies derive great benefit from 
Scott’s Emulsion. This prepara
tion serves two purposes. It 
gives vital strength to mothers 
and also enriches their milk and 
thus makes their babies thrive.

Scott’s

is a ccfffstructive food that pro« 
Thote^fehe making of healthy 
tissue and bone. It is a wonder
ful remedy for Emaciation, General 
Debility, Throat and Lung Complaints, 
Coughs, Colds, Anaemia, Scrofula and 
Wasting Diseases of Children.
Send for Pamphlet on ScotCs Emulsion. Free. 
Sco'.'.-^Bowne, N.Y. All Druggists. 60c. and $1,
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lEcSl E AIS, I HrUl NIARKsSy
COPYRIGHTS.^

CAN I OBTAIN A PATENT? For a 
Srompt answer and an honest opinion, write to 

IUNN & CO., who have had nearly fifty years’ 
experience In the patent business. Communica
tions strictly confidential. A Handbook of In
formation concerning Entente and how to ob
tain them sent free. AIbo a catalogue of mechan
ical and scientific books sent free.

Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive 
special notice In the Scientific Ainericnn, and 
thus are brought widely before the public with
out cost to the inventor. This splendid paper. 
Issued weekly, elegantly illustrated, has by far the 
largest circulation of any scientific work in the 
world. S3 a year. Sample copies sent free.

Building Edltionunontbly. §2.50 a year. Single 
copies, *25 cents. Every number contains beau
tiful plates, in colors, and photographs of new 
houses, with plans, enabling Builders to show the 
latest designs and secure contracts. Address

MUNN £ CO« New York, 361 Broadway.

The Salem Seer

Reminiscences of Charles H. Foster.
—BY—

GEORGE O. BARTLETT.

Contains an acconnt o the life and wonderfu 
powers o£ this famous medium, who was an Inttm ate 
friend of Buiwer and gave that novelist the myaii 
cal elements of his “Strange Story." This can 
readily be believed after examining the reports of 
his experiences with investigators which read I! ke 
fiction but are vouched for as facts.

For sale at the office of The RBLlGIO-PHlLO 
sophical Journal. Cloth. 11.00.

DR. WESTBROOK’S WORKS

A novel way of earning a living is af
forded a certain number of young girls in 
one nr two places of business In the east 
end of London. Their sole duty is to test 
eggs by holding them between the eye and 
the light. ‘From skill and experience they 
are able instantly to determine their con
dition in this way.

It is interesting to know that in this 
country 300,000 women are earning inde
pendent incomes. In the professions are 
3,500 doctors, 276.preachers, and an in
creasing number of lawyers. Some 6,000 
women have oharge of postofiices.

The Bible: Whence and What?
This volume ably answers the questions pro
posed In the title and Is a marvel of condensa
tion. Just the thing for busy men. (With por
trait.) Prloe §1.00.

Man: Whence and Whither?
The eight chapters of thia book are eight popu
lar leotures delivered to a Philadelphia audience 
who demanded their publication. The work Is 
an encyclopedia of facts and suggestions for 
those Interested In the queries of the title, 
Prloe, §1.00.

Girard's Will and Girard College Theol
ogy*A complete exposure of th«» perversions of the 

will of the Philadelphia millionaire written in 
a raoy style but with legal accuracy. Price, §1.00.

The Eliminator, or Skeleton Keys to Sacer
dotal Secrets.

A work of profound research, deeply reverent 
but thoroughly radical. It Is far tn advance of 
the limes, and Is worthy of the study of the in
dopondent thinker. It- contains the elements 
of a theological revolution. (With portrait.) 
Price, §1.25.

Also two pamphlets “The Clergy and Divorce," 20 
cents; and “Shall the Blbkb Bo Rond in our Public 
Schools?" 10 cents.

For sale nt The religio-Philosoppical Jour
nal office.

Herbert Spencer’s 
SYNTHETIC PHILOSOPHY.

By B. F. UNDERWOOD.
An essay road before the Brooklyn Ethical Associ

ation, with report of a discussion of theessav. A 
pamphlet of 1S1 pages.

“A very able and satisfactory exposition of the 
synthetic philosophy."—Dr. R.Q. KCCLBS.

‘‘One of the most oandld and able expositions 
philosophic truth to which this association has ev e 
istened."—John A. Taylor.
Prloe, 10 oenta.

Woiks on H^iene, etc
Hygiene of the Brain and the Cure of 

Nervousness.
By M. L. Holbrook, M.D. Price, by mall, 11.50. 
"Got thia book and rend It, for It abound» in 
practical valuable knowledge."—(Chicago Inter 
Ocean.

Eating for Strength; or, Food and Diet 
with Relation to Health and Work. 

By M. I,. Holbrook. M D. Price, by mall, 11. 
"I am delighted with It."—[H. B. Baker, M- D., 
Secretary Michigan State Board of Health. Thia 
la a cookery book with 500 hygienic receipts as 
well as a treatlae on food with analyses 
food, drink, etc.

Parturition Without Pain.
A Code of Directions for avoiding most of th o 
Pains and Dangers of Childbearing. By M la. 
Holbrook, M. D. Price, by mall, II. "A work 
whose excellence surpasses our power to com
mend." (New York Evening Mall.

Liver Complaint, Mental Dyspepsia, and 
Headache:

Their Cure by Home Treatment. By M. L. Hol
brook, M. D. Price, by mall. 81. “Reading this 
book I cared myself after several doctors bad 
failed."—[T. C. Curtis. U. 8. A.

The Relations of the Sexes. 
By Mrs. E. B. Duffey, author of "What Women 
Should Know." "No Sex In Education,” etc. 
Price, by mall, $1. Mrs. Charles Brewster, Port 
land. Me., writes: "Had I possessed this book 
ten years ago It would have saved mo ten years 
of Invalidism, and I should have been the 
mother of healthy Instead of sickly children."

Sexual Physiology.
A Scientific and Popular Exposition of the Fun 
damental Problem in Sociology. By R. T. Trail 
M. D. Price, by mall, 82. This work has rapidly 
passed through forty editions, and the demand 
Is constantly Increasing. No such complete and 
valuable work has ever boon Issued. Ill Illus
trations.

Fruit and Bread.
A Natural and Scientific Diet. By Gustav 
Schlickeysen. Translated from the German, by 
M. L. Holbrook, M.D. In addition It also con
tains a Complete and Radical Cure for Intem
perance. by the Use of a Vegetable and Fruit 
Diet. By Chas. O. Groom Napier, F. R. 8. 250 
pages. Price.81.

From the Cradle to the School.
By Bertha Meyer. The Rights of Children. By 

— Herbert Spencer. The Government of Children. 
By M. L. Holbrook, M. I). Price, by mall, cloth, 
81. "Lt 18 a book worthy to be ranked with the 
best that has ever been written concerning the 
training of children.”—[Bazar.

Muscle-Beating; or, Home Gymnastics for 
Sick and Well.

By C. Kemm, manager of the gymnasium of 
Rega. Price. 80 cents.

Marriage and Parentage. 
Their Sanitary and PhyslologlcaliRelatlons, and 
their bearing on the producing of children 
of liner health and greater ability. By M. L. 
Holbrook, M. D. Price, 81. The Scientific 
American says: "Books on this subject are 
usually written by ‘ cranks,' but this is radically 
different; It 1b scientific, sober, clean, and worthy 
of conscientious consideration by every possible 
parent, and particularly by the young. ’

The Diet Cure. 
The Relations of Food and Drink to Health, Dls- 

l ease. Cure. By T.L. Nichols, M. D. Price,cloth 
60 cents.

Medical Hints on the Protection and Man
agement of the Singing Voice.

By Lenox Brown, F. R. C. S. 20th thousand. 30 
cents.

Deep Breathing; or, Lung Gymnastics.
Price, cloth, 50 cents.

How to Strengthen the Memory; or, Nat
ural, Scientific Methods of Never 
Forgetting.

By M. L. Holbrook, M. D. Price, cloth, 11. The 
New New York Independent says: “The meth
ode advised nre all natural, philosophical and 
the work entirely practical.” •

Chastity; Its Physical, Intellectual and 
Moral Advantages.

Bv M. L. Holbrook, M. D. Contents: What Is 
Chastity? Does Chastity Injure the Health? 
Moral Advantages. A Lesson From Socrates; 
Chastity and Offspring; Chastity and Virility; 
What the Sexual Instinct has Done for Man; 
Cure of Unchnsllty; Apj-endlx in which 20 sub
jects are described. Price, 50 cents. Beauti
fully printed. Dr. S A. Everett writes: “With 
all its Immense advantages you make the deslre- 
ableness of a clean life manifest.”

The Child: Physically and Morally. 
According to the Teachings of Hygienic Selene e. 
By Bertha Meyer. Price, paper, 60 cents ¡cloth, 
75. Mrs. Meyer 1b one of t hose writers who lif ts 
her readers to a higher level of thought, and 
enthuses them with her own lofty ideals. No 
one can rend this work without being benefltte d 

and without being able to benefit her children. 
The Hygienic Treatment of Consumption.

By M. L. Holbrook. M. D. Price,81.25. Public 
Opinion says: "We have not for years had 
the privilege of reading a book more thor
oughly helpful, truthful, scientific, and yet 
clear and simple in language, than this 
latest work of this author. The directions 
which he gives are easily followed; his 
analysis of causes leading to pulmonary 
troubles Is Intelligible tn every layman; the 1 n- 
cldents that illustrate his points and discussions 
are both interesting and valuable. In short, It 
Is a book which not only every physician but 
every head of a family should possess. ” 

A Physician’s Sermon to Young Men.
By Dr. W. Pratt Price, 25 cents. Prof. R. A 
Proctor, the well-known English astronomer, 
wrote of It: "Through false delicacy lads and 
youths nre left to fall Into trouble, and not 
a few have their prospects of a healthy,happy 
life absolutely ruined. Tho little book beione 
us Is Intended to be put into tie hands of y onng 
men by fathers who are unwilling or Incapable 
of discharging a father's duty In this respect 
and as not one fathe r in ten 1b, we believe, ready 
to do what Is right by his boys himself, It Is well 
that such a book as this should be available. If 
it Is read by all who should read it, its sale wll 
be counted by hundreds of thousands.”

Send all orders to

RKLIGIO-PHILOSOPHICAL JOURNAL 
93-94 La Salle Street, Chicago.
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THE SEANCE.
By Belle V. Cushman.

As you wait in the silence and shadow 
And thinkof loved ones, gone
To a shadowand silence far deeper. 
You pray for light and the dawn.

For assurance that man is immortal. 
For proof beyond cavil or fear 
That the »rave is only the portal 
That leads to a happier sphere.

The nature of man is as varied 
As leaves in the forest grand. 
As blades of grass in Summer field, 
As shapes in shifting sand.

There are those who awake at the earliest ray 
The first faint flash of the dawn
To welcome the light of a coming day. 
And rejoice that the night is gone.

There are others who see not the dawn of day I 
Though the sun to its zenith has risen. 
Though bolts and bars are rusted away 
They still remain in their prison.

And friends who love you standing wait. 
And try In every way
To send within that prisoning gate
A bit of Heaven's own day.

'Twill come in time to each and all—• 
The fruit of love’s endeavor.
You'll sometime hear the voices call. 
You shall not wait forever.

munications will be answered promptly I sity or sickness,be it understood thatrefer- 
by the corresponding secretary. 1 *“ u —■----- ’.-.no

Emma J. Huff.
Lake Helena, Fla.

¡
“FRATERNAL BENEFICIAL SOCIETY 

WORK.”

To the Editor: That great advances 
have been in liberalizing the religious 
thought and that the tendency has been 

toward a common fraternity as a finality, 
is apparent to any dispassionate observer, 
although we know there are instances 
lhat might be mentioned, which would 
leemingly contradict this view, yet in 
lomparison with other incidents proving 
uch position, these dwarf into insignifi

ance, and just here allow me to refer to 
significant remark of Archbishop Ryan 

i his lecture on '‘Agnosticism and its 
auses" delivered in the Philadelphia 
cademy of Music and reported in brief 
thé Philadelphia Ledger of Dec. 13th, 

94.
“With regard to differences amongst < 
iristians, I do not believe that any en- 
htened members of any Protestant de
mination maintain that the members of 
1er denominations or the members of 

the Catholic Church shall be ex
cluded from salvation simply be
cause they belong to such organizations. 
I am quite certain that the Catholic 

I Church does not exclude Jews, Gentiles 
| and Protestants from salvation.« She 
leaves such judgment to Almighty God 
who alone knows each individual soul and 
can alone judge of its merits or demerits.” 

On the stage during the delivery of the 
lecture were Bishops, Foss of the M. E. 
Church, and Tanner of the A. M. E. 
Church and various other clergymen, and 
Mrs. U. S. Grant as a specially invited 
guest.

It is also generally agreed to, that the 
forward movement during the past three 
score years has been beyond precedent, 
and credit having been given by the advo
cates of each of the various causes as
cribed for such advances, it is evident 
that to no one cause alone can all the 
credit be given. I would therefore re- 

I spectfully ask your intelligent readers to 
consider if the development of the prin
ciple of co-operation as exemplified in the 
work of the various secret fraternal bene
ficial societies and the consequent close 
association of men of various creeds (and

I ence is here made to organizations which 
have the relief and care of the sick and 
distressed members or their families as a 
sole object, and not to those that add to 
this some peculiar religious, anti-catho
lic, anti-protestant, patriotic or other like 
tenet.

I Truly “many can help one where one 
I cannot help many” and cooperation in 
any direction for the welfare of the peo
ple should be recognized and encouraged 
and what grander work can be engaged in 
than that of “saving souls” (from suffer
ing) by furnishing the means for supply
ing physical wants in time of need.

‘ ‘Sannap. ”

Nervous
Troubles
Originate in

Impure Bl J
Therefore the T„._

FLORIDA CAMP.
To the Editor: Active preparations 

are being made to accommodate visitors 
to the Southern Cassadaga Camp at Lake 
Helen, Florida, which is to open Feb. 
16th, 1895, holding four weeks. Some of 
the best speakers and mediums will be 
employed. Although there has been de
lays in announcing the date of the com
mencement of the meeting, on account of 
the many difficulties to be overcome in 
the pioneer work of such an institution, 
we feel the greatest assurance of its final 
success. The association has been incor- ___ . ,
porated according to the laws of the State of no creed) in the charitable work that is

E” J an inseparable part, has not had some
Co

incident with the increasing impetus 
given to such societies as a recognition of 
their usefulness and worth, came the more 
liberal feeling, and as‘their field of labor

of Florida and the charter recorded. We I peH; L«^.
are constantly receiving communications I beneficial effect on the body politic, 
from people in both the Northern and ’’ * **
Southern States, who are anxious to come, 
and will’ng to forego luxuries, and accom
modate themselves to conditions neces- »«w <*o .uc «««»> vs taws
sanly attending the establishment of a widened, so progressed the liberal ideas.

“2“ I do not “claim everything” for such
The managers are doing everything society work, but maintain it has been, 
.t. -------- ------------- *——s-i----- unintentionally, not the least factor in

this grand work which shall end in a uni
versal brotherhood of man. Usually the

new Camp in a comparatively new coun
try. T' ____ ___„
in their power to provide comfortable ac
commodations at reasonable prices, and 
are succeeding admirably. .«.«■• vounnj me

A lodging house and several cottages | motto (creed) of a society is brief; take the 
' “ "... During I Odd Fellows for instance, “Friendship,

*'“*’■ Love and Truth,” can any church present 
abetter one, and does not the present

are being built and tents put up. 1 ___ ,
a large portion of the time tents are per
fectly comfortable without any fire, but „ Kicovuv
at any time during the winter season a prosperity of that great organization bear 

<• ...i.o . wjt,ness that it has carried out those prin
ciples? I am not a member of this organ
ization. yet I know its strength is a mon
ument to the idea of mutual assistance in 
times of need made possible by coopera
tion.
. Is not the main objection to secret so

cieties by the Catholic Church that of fear 
of losing members by the liberalizing pro
cess that manifests itself when men re*

northwest wind is liable to make a de
mand for fires either in tents or houses. 
A small wood or oil stove answers every 
purpose. This is my third winter in 
Florida and I have never seen any frost 
until the late cold wave of December 28th, 
swept over the country producing the 
greatest destruction of fruits known dur
ing the last fifty years. Fortunately such 
unpleasant visitors are very rare and___ ________ _____
make a very short stay. Furnished rooms gardîess of creed, work in harmony to re
can be rented in the village of Lake Helen lieve and comfort the sick and distressed, 
and vicinity at moderate prices. A begin- to care for the orphan and widow? Hav- 
ning will be made this season of a camp ¡ng been a member of one of the largest 
that we hope will be farreaching in its (¡f not the largest) secret beneficial socie- 
edu cation al and bénéficient influence. The ties for the past thirteen years and having 
hearts of its projectors are in the work, had the opportunity to see some grand, 
They are among the most influentia’ Spir- good work done, and belonging to an or- 
itua-Jsts, both of the Northern and South- der (Imp. O. R. M.) having a platform 
era States. It is their aim to provide a broad enough for all who believe in the 
comfortable, healthful and inexpensive “Great Spirit” to stand upon without fear 
resort where our friends can happily and of interference to their own individualre- 
profitably spend the winter months, where ligious or political faith, seeing J-ws. 
those from the North, while escaping the Catholics, Protestants, (various donunii-| 
extreme cold of winter can cooperate with nations) and others of no definite creedal 
the spirit world and their fellow-workers class, all working in harmony in work 
of the South in inspiring a sentiment of that tends to fraternize the world, I must 
brotherly love and good will in hearts plead for some share of attention lo this 

. . - j __j a8 a iibera]jzing cause, contending that
men consider deed above creed, and in the 
comparison creed must step aside, the 
conscious performance of a good action 
being a wedge that will split man-built 
creedal barriers.

The primary, object of men in joining 
fraternal beneficial societies being to pro
vide for themselves in case of future ad ver-

MOST RESISTLESS OF ANIMALS.
We are apt to consider ourselves the 

most powerful and all-conquering mem
bers of the animal world and next to us 
we range such creatures as the lion, 
tiger, grizzly bear and elephant as capable 
of maintaining their own against all com
ers in an open hand-to-hand or mouth-to- 
mouth fight. Yet in doing so we err 
greatly, simply because we consider mere 
bigness or muscular force, forgetting the j 
energy and the intellectual powers that 
make one of nature’s tiny creatures, when 
combined in the vast numbers in which 
they are always found, by far the most 
formidable animal force known on land. 
Therefore when the question is put to us: 
“Which do you consider the most resist- 

| less of all animals?” It is always safe to 
reply that, if warlike manifestations are 
referred to, the soldier or driver ants are 
far and away the most terribly invincible 
creatures with which we can be brought 
in contact. M. Coillard, a French mis
sionary in the Barotse valley of South 
Central Africa, thus writes of these ter
rors there: “One sees them busy in innum
erable battalions, ranked and disciplined, 
winding along like a broad black ribbon 
of watered silk. Whence come they? 
Where are they going? Nothing can stop 
them nor can any object change their 
route. If it is an inanimate object they 
turn it aside and pass on; if it is living, 
they assail it venomously, crowding one 
on top of the other to the attack, while 
the main army passes on, business
like and silent. Is the obstacle a 
trench or a stream of water. Then they 
form themselves at its edge into a compact 
mass Is this a deliberating assembly ? 
Probably, for soon the mass stirs and 
moves on. crosses the trench or stream, 
continues in its incessant and mysterious 
march. A multitude of these soldiers are 

| sacrificed for the common good and these 
legions, which know not what it is to be 
beaten, pass over the corpse of these vic
tims to their destination.” Against these 
tiny enemies no man nor band of men nor 
of tiger nor even a herd of elephants can 
do anything but hurriedly get out of the 
way. Among the Barotse natives a favor
ite form of capital punishment is to coat 
the victim with grease and throw him be
fore the advancing army of soldier ants. 
The quickness with which the poor wretch 
is dispatched is marvellous when it is con
sidered that each ant can do nothing more 
than merely tear out a small particle of 
flesh and carry it off. Yet in a surpris
ingly short time the writhing victim will 
have been changed into a skeleton of clean 
and polished bones that will make the 
trained anatomist envious.

Therefore the True 
Method of Cure 
Is to Take

HOOD’S 
Sarsaparilla i

Which cures Nervousness.
Dyspepsia, Scrofula, Salt llheum 
Catarrh, Rheumatism and ™ 1
other Diseases, because it

Purifies
The Blood

Be sure to get Hood’s and only

Hood’s Pills are the
gentld and effective. Try a box. 25c.

“AsItlsToBe."
BY OORA LINN DANIELS.

RICHARD HODGSON, SlCBXTARY AMEHten I 
Branch of the Society for Psychical Be. 
search, writes: I have re-read with math p'Tn | 
In print, the pages which I read so long ago In nui. 
script. It seems to me that you might han mu 
more emphasized the fact that the book Is nottki 
product of your normal consciousness. Thlintta 1 
it all the more remarkable, whatever be the orljh i 
of "The Voice«" whose utterances form the boot. 1 
whether disembodied human spirits, or the varjloi i 
manifestations of your own subliminal comcfou* I 
ness, or some yet more foreign intelligence. Am I 
while I cannot say that I agree with every opinion 
expressed In It, I think that few persona can read it 
wltboct feeling better and stronger, and I certainly ; 
believe that most of our members would be van 
glad to have it brought to their attention. It lit 
charming and valuable production.

F. L. BURR, for a quarter of a century editor« 
the Hartford Dally Times, wrltoB: Yourexpertum 
on the borderland of two worlda are curious u| 
fasolnatlng. The Ilf o we are leading here la not the 
beginning nor the ending. It Is, as you asiert,cor- 
tai nl y not the ending. I can never for one noaitl 
alter the Glbralter of my faith, that our loved oui 
do come back to us; sometimes, as In your cut 
they materially aid us, as also in various uufttl 
ways.

12mo. 280 pages, with portrait, art Initial lelUa 
profusely Illustrated, with marginal notes, on flit 
satin paper, broad margins, paper coven,CO cti,| : 
cloth, 81.00.For sale, wholesale and retail, at Thi BUJ «O* I 
Ph ILOSOPHIOA L JOUHNAL OfflOB.

---------------------------------- -- ---------------- ------

A copy of... *

As It Is To Be
—FIFTH EDITION-

WALTER BAKER & CO.
The Largest Manufacturers of 
PURE, HIGH GRADE 

COCOAS AND CHOCOLATES 
thia Continent, have received.

HIGHEST AWARDS 
from tho great 

Industrial and Food 
EXPOSITIONS 

In Europe and America.

By CORA LINN DANIELS.

A most wonderful work on After Death. Lavi Of 
Life, Hero and There. Sweetly Roligloui. Noblj 
Comforting. FMcInntlng doacrlptloni. "Carton, 
remarkable, convincing."—Standard Union.

Beautifully Illustrated.

"The Most Remarkable Book Ever IFritkn H < 
IFoman."

The author has now received SIXTEEN BO* 
DICED letters of thanks and commendation. 

Price: Paper,60c. Cloth, 81.00. Satin,HA 

For sale at this office. -?j

BARS AND THRESHOLDS.
long severed by misunderstanding and 
sectional strife.

Lake Helen is situated on the A. & W. 
Div. of Jackson, St. Augnstine and Indian 
River Railway, commonly known as the 
East Coast Line. Close connections are 
made at Orange City Junction with the 
J. T. & K. W. R’y which gives a chpice 
of routes from Jacksonville. All com-

WALTER BAKER & CO. D0RCHE8TER, MASS.

pure and soluble, luiilcoifj leu than one cent a cup. 

SOLD BY GROCERS-EVERYWHERE. By MRS. EMMA MINER.
I This story Is full of Interest and spiritual |W9I| 
P«hy. Its author la a fine inspirational writer tai 
Imodium. Whon published as a newspaper MlUlu 

oreated muoh In tarot; and tho demand haa MAM 
as to warrant putting It in book form. Every BpW 
uallstand ovory liberal thinker will enjoy lite Wfl 
Paper covers. 210 pp. Prloe 26 oente. . ,

!’r Mle* wholosalo and retail, at Tni B1U0W 
i niL<)fJ''i‘uiCAL Journal Office.
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MOTHER’S WISH.
<ia.v wore ended, 

“l lb* <1'*' °'d h°°” 
‘"L „*.“<> l"‘h" ”"r,y

Il is interesting to know that in this 
country 300,000 women are earning inde
pendent incomes. In the professions are 
3,500 doctors, 375. preachers, and an in
creasing number of lawyers. Some 6,000 
women have charge of postoffices.

K»k»ds 10 th«r evening’«» rest had come.

for mo." 8ftld KrftndmB BmU,nS* 
fmy lour.cy h.re I. o'«..
I jmyBOul begins Its flight 

folb»‘bright, eternal shore,
r n’b»n I reach that Golden City
II want to hear with one accord: 
Liill<io“eithou servant, good and faithful, 
E Accept tho promise of thy Lord.” 

[•Iwant," sttld our 
‘ • »When my life work here is done, 
Lu 1 And that lam drifting, 
r Vflih-thosands of life all run: 
FAodmy soul shall wing its flight 
L To tho realms of light above.

To know that beyond tho gates 
K i’ll moot all those I dearly love.”
I »¡)o you know what I want?” said Clara, 
I A» she shook her tangled, golden curls, 

»When I die I want to go to heaven 
[With all the other boys and girls. 
’ And when I reach that Heavenly City
I I want to know that I shall find 
■ That neither grandma, pupa, mamma,

Nor any of you are left behind."

; "I want," said I, “when my time has come, 
K And 1 am called to go, 
| To feel that I have not lived in_yain 

While journeying here belof?.
II want my life to be so
I. That unto me there shall be given. 

When I leave this earth’s estate,
[ A place among the saints in heaven.”

.Toor, tired mother came and stood 
"Just witbin the kitchen door; 
On her face were marks of coil and care, 

k- Such as we’d ofttimes seen before 
[’“What would I like?” she slowly asked, 

As her aching brow she pressed;
l“! think I should like, fora while at least, 
F To lie in my grave and rest.”

—Charles E. Wells.

1

pictures were hung too high on the wall 
to be seen well. A few book shelves held 
devotional works, and that was all—all 
except a very small round table with three 
corrugated legs and a top which seemed 
absolutely worn from use. I looked 
through the one large window at the little 
birds asking in bird way for their silent 

| friend, and asked if I might see Miss Ros- 
| setti’s study—the room where she wrote 
I that rare and subtle poem, "The Prince’s 
| Progress," her charming "Sing Song," 
I and “The Pageant." which caused En- 
I gland to apply for the first ume the title 
I poet—they had always insisted on poetess 
I to a woman.
| “Miss Rosetti” was the reply of her 
I faithful friend, "had no study or room to 
I work in she called her own-. Most of her 
I writing was done in this very roOm and on 
I that little/»torn table you have been look- 
I ing at. She would sit here because this 

was occupied in turn by her Aunts Miss 
Eliza and Miss Charlotte Poiidori, and by 
her brother. AU those lived to be pver 80 
years of age, and were devotedly nursed 
by Miss Rossetti in whose arms they died. 
She never seemed to think her writing mat
tered,'and if a cough or sound was heard, 
no matter now slight, she was in there in 
a second.

“All sorts of interruptions came, but a 
frown or an impatient word never.marked 
them.

“It was just the same,” continued-my 
informant sadly, "when Miss. Rossetti 
was taken ill herself. For twelve months 
she was unable to write or read a word. 
At times her suffering was great, but not 
one compiaint ever escaped her, and when 
toward the last articulation failed, she 
spent hours, her lips moving in silent 
prayer and praise. When the end came, 
one long loving look from her great black 
eyes, grown dim, at us, and a deep sigh of 
content alone marked it.”

Christina Roselli wrote verses at 12 
years of age of uncommon merit; and at 
16 a little volume which her grandfather 
wisely and proudly published. At 19 she 
sat to her brother, who adored her, for the 
famous picture-which now hangs in the 
National Gallery—"The Girlhood of Mary 
Virgin.” The sweet, virginal face is 
raised from the embroidery frame to the 
gracious lines of the tall white lily, 
guarded by an angel chiid, while St. Anne, 
her mother, sits beside her, and through 
the open window of the Galilean dwelling 
are seen St. Joseph tending the vine and 
the symbolic figureof the sacred dove.

Idealized in its intense spirituality as the 
poet’s face is in this work much is lost of 
the ripe, full, beauty, and rich coloring 
which characterizes a small and exquisite 
portrait made at about the same time 
when, as Queen of the pre-Raphaelites, 
men whose names go to make up the his
tory of art and literature in England, 
were at her feet. Homage affected her as 
little as her material surroundings, for 
she seems always to have lived in an at
mosphere of her own creating without 
consciousness of her rare gifts, demand
ing nothing from the world—giving of her 
best to all who came to her, living a re
ligion as exalted as the conceptions of 
Tolstoi.

The funeral service held at Christ 
Church, Woburn square, was remarkable 
for simplicity and the rendering of two of 
the poet’s most beautiful hymns. For 
twenty-five years Miss Rossetti had not 
missed the weekly holy communion, and 
the choristers were visibly affected as they 
rendered her songs. The little church is 
more American than English in its cheer
fulness of tones, the brightness of the 
stained glass, and the freshness of the 
furnishings. This misty morning it was 
full. The congregation came and went on 
foot; neither carriages nor livery were to 
be seen. The clothes* of those present 
were of the most indifferent, the wreaths 
on the coffin of the simplest, yet every 
face showed grief, real, unconventional 
grief, and the names of those present were 
a roll call of England’s best in its world of 
brains.—Robert P. Porter, in Inter Ocean.

WERK WOMEN
and all mothers who are nursing 
babies derive great benefit from 
Scott’s Emulsion. This prepara
tion serves two purposes. It
gives vital strength to mothers 
and also enriches their milk and 
thus makes their babies thrive.

Is _ _ ________________ .
tYToteethe making of healthy 
tissGe-and bone. It is a wonder
ful remedy for Emaciation, General 
Debility, Throat and Lung Complaints, 
Coughs, Colds, Anaemia, Scrofula and 
Wasting Diseases of Children*
Sendfor Pamphlet on Seotf * Entnltion. Foot. 
Sco',‘.*Bowne, N.Y. All Druggist». 60c. and It.

CHRISTINI G. ROSSETTI.
I All the houses on Torrington Square 
[look very much alike, tall, bleak, brown. 
[The chief difference is in degree of dingi
ness only, for the square lies in the heart 

[of the smoky city, and near the center. 
The square itself is a long narrow strip of 

¡■green turfed land dotted with trees, gray 
and grim now, but cultivated by hundreds 
of tiny sparrows. Everybody loves as 
.they pass to listen to the cheerful twitter
ing of these little creatures who make 
merry even in a fog, and are no more to 
be drowned by a London drizzle than was 
Mark Tapley by a Missouri swamp. Tor
rington Square is only two blocks from 
my own residence, but it was some time 
before I discovered that the sparrow’s best 
friend was the woman laureate of England.

Ohristini Rossetti dwelt at No. 30 and 
would often break off her soul-impassioned 
«trains to feed her humble little neighbors. 

_r. So much has been said about the fam
ily, without doubt the most remarkable 

e family London has ever had, from which 
R this gifted woman sprang, so much writ- 
t ten of her genius, her place in art, by the 

mosri appreciating and oritioal pens in 
England that one may well hesitate to add 
a word more about the poet; let it be in
stead, of the woman, of whom little is 

I known and less spoken.
I When I stepped into the silent house 
| from which in five short years four mem- 
| bers of the Rossetti family had been car- 
| ried to their final rest, it struck me that 

r almost unconsciously I was looking for 
j something of that mystery and romantic 

but grotesque charm which characterized 
|the home of Dante Gabriel Rossetti in 
Chelsea. Nothing of the sort was here, 
and from the rather bare hall—like all 
halls on this square—I was kindly- taken 
Into the dining-room, which was painfully 
like all other dining-rooms on the square 

‘‘'There was ihq rathe, worn furniture and

A novel way of earning a living is af
forded a certain number of young girls in 
one nr two places of business in the east 
end of London. Their sole duty is to test 
eggs by holding them between the eye and 
the light. •C}rom skill and experience they 
are able instantly to determine their con
dition in this way. Il

Scott’s
Emulsion

retractive food that pro*

E M S, I HAul 
COPYRIGHTS.^

CAN I OBTAIN A PATENT? For 
prompt answer and an honest opinion, write tonIUNN & CO., who have had nearly flfly years* 
experience In the pat ent business. Communica
tions strictly confidential. A Handbook of In
formation concerning Patents and how to ob
tain them sent free. Also a catalogue of mechan
ical and scientific books sent free. . „ .__

Patents taken through Munn s Co. receive 
special notice In the Scientific American, and tons are brought widely before the public witn- 
ont cost to tho inventor. This splendid paper, issued weekly, elegantly illustrated, bas by f ar the 
largest circulation of any scientific work In tho world. S3 a year. Sample conies sent free.

Building Edition, monthly. »2.50 a year. Single 
copies, -¿5 cents. Every number contains beau
tiful plates, in colors, and photographs of new 
houses, with plans, enabling builders to show the 
latest designs and secure contracts. Address

MUNN £ CO., New York. 3ttl Broadway.

The Salem Seer

Reminiscences of Charles H. Foster.
—BY—

GKORGR O. BAJttTIxSTT.

Contains an acconnt o the life and wonderfu 
powers of this famous medium, who waa an Intlm ate 
friend of Bulwer and gave that novelist the mysii 
oal eloments of his "Strange Story." This can 
readily be believed after examining the reports of 
his experiences with Investigators which read II ke 
Action bnt are vouched for as facts.

For sale at the office of Thk Rbligio-Puilo 
sophical journal. Cloth. 81.00.

DR. WESTBROOK’S WORKS
The Bible: Whence and What?

This volume ably answers the questions pro
posed tn the title and Is a marvel of condensa
tion. Just the thing for busy men. (With por
trait.) Price SI.00.

Man: Whence and Whither?
The eight chapters of this book are eight popu
lar lectures delivered to a Philadelphia audience 
who demanded their publication. Tho work Is 
an encyclopedia of facts and suggestions for 
those interested In tho queries of tho title. 
Price, SI .00.

Girard’s Will and Girard College Theol
ogy-A complete exposure of th«* perversions of the 

win of tho Philadelphia millionaire written in 
a racy style but with legal accuracy. Price, 81.00.

The Eliminator, or Skeleton Keys to Sacer
dotal Seorets.

A work of profound research, deeply reverent 
hut thoroughly radical. It Is far In advance of 
tho times, and Is worthy of the study of the in
dependent thinker. It contains tho olonients 
of a theological revolution. (With portrait.) 
Price, SI -25.

Also two pamphlets "Tho Clergy and Divorce.” 20 
cents; and "Shall the Blbfe Bo Road in our Public 
Schools?" 10 cents.

For sale at Tub keligio-Philosopjhcal Jour
nal office.

wks on niyene, etc
[ygiene of the Brain and the Cure of 

Nervousness.
By M. L. Holbrook. M. D. Price.by mall,MAO. 
"Get this book and rend It, for It abound» in 
practical valuable knowledge.”—(Chicago Inter 
Ocean.

Eating for Strength; or. Food and Diet 
with Relation to Health and Work.

By M. L. Holbrook. M D. Price, by mall, SI. “I am delighted with It."—[H. B. Baker, M-D., 
Secretary Michigan State Board of Health. This 
Ib a cookery book with WO hygienic receipts as 
well as a treatise on food with analyses of 
food, drink, etc.

Parturition Without Pain.
A Code of Directions for avoiding most of th e 
Pains and Dangers of Childbearing. By M I*. 
Holbrook, M. D. Price, by mall. Si. "A work 
whose excellence surpassea our power to com
mend."(New York Evening Mall.

Liver Complaint, Mental Dyspepsia, and 
Headache:

Their Cure by Home Treatment. By M. L. Hol
brook, M.D. Price, by mall. 81. "Reading this 
book 1 cured myself after several doctors had 
failed."—[T. C. Curtis. U. 8. A.

The Relations of the Sexes.
By Mrs. E. B. Duffey, author of “What Women 
Should Know," “No Sex tn Education," eto. 
Price, by mall, 81. Mrs. Charles Brewster, Port 
land. Me., writes: “Had I possessed this book 
ten years ago It would have saved me ten years 
of invalidism, and I should have been the 
mother of healthy instead of sickly children,"

Sexual Physiology.
A Scientific and Popular Exposition of the Fun 
damental Problem In Sociology. By R. T. Trail 
M. D. Price, by mnll, 82. This work has rapidly 
passed through forty editions,and the demand 
is constantly Increasing. No such complete and 
valuable work has ever been Issued. Ill Illus
trations.

Fruit and Bread.
A Natural and Scientific Diet. By Gustav 
Schlickeysen. Translated from the German, by 
M. L. Holbrook. M. D. In addition It also con
tains a Complete and Radical Cure for Intem
perance, by the Use of a Vegetable and Fruit 
Diet. By Chas. O. Groom Napier, F. R. S. 250 
pages. Price,81.

From the Cradle to the School.
By Bertha Meyer. The Rights of Children. By 
Herbert Spencer. The Government of Children. 
By M. L. Holbrook, M. D. Price, by mall, cloth, 
81. "It Is a book worthy to he ranked with the 
best that has ever been written concerning the 
training of children."—[Bazar.

Muscle-Beating; or, Home Gymnastics for 
Sick and Well.

By C. Ke mm. manager of the gymnasium Of 
Rega. Price, 30 cents.

Marriage and Parentage.
Their Sanitary and Physiological! Relations, and 
their bearing on the producing of children 
of finer health and greater ability. By M. L. 
Holbrook, M. D. Price, SI. The Scientific 
American says: “Books on this subject are 
usually written by * cranks,’ but this Is radically 
different; It Is scientific, sober, clean,and worthy 
of conscientious consideration by every posslb le 
parent, and particularly by the young. *

The Diet Cure.
The Relations of Food and Drink to Health, Dis
ease, Cure. By T. L. Nichols, M. D. Price, cloth 
50 cents.

Medical Hints on the Protection and Man
agement of the Singing Voice.

By Lenox Brown, F. R. C. 8. 20th thousand. 30 
cents.

Deep Breathing; or, Lung Gymnastics. 
Price, cloth, 50 cents.

How to Strengthen the Memory; or, Nat
ural, Scientific Methods of Never 
Forgetting.

By M. L. Holbrook, M. D. Price, doth, 11. The 
Now New York Independent says: "The meth
ods advised are all natural, philosophical and 
the work entirely practical.” •

Chastity; Its Physical, Intellectual and 
Moral Advantages.

By M. L. Holbrook, M. D. Contents: What Is 
Chastity? Does Chastity Injure the Health' 
Moral Advantages. A Lesson From Socrates 
Chastity and Offspring; Chastity and Virility 
What the Sexual Instinct has Done for Man 
Cure of Unchastlty; Apt eudlx In which 20 sub
jects are described. Price, 50 cents. Beauti
fully printed. Dr. 8 A. Everett writes: “With 
all Its Immense advantages you make tho deslre- 
nbleuess of a clean life manifest."

The Child: Physically and Morally. 
According to the Teachings of Hygienic Selene e. 
By Bertha Meyer. Price, paper, 50 cents;cloth, 
75. Mrs. Meyer Is one of t hose writers who Ilf t s 
hor readers to a higher level of thought, and 
o nth uses them with her own lofty Ideals. No 
one can rend this work without being bene fitted 

and without being able to benefit her children.
The Hygienic Treatment of Consumption.

By M. L. Holbrook. M. D. Price, 81.25. Public 
Opinion says: “We have not for years had 
the privilege of reading a book more thor
oughly helpful, truthful, scientific, and yet 
clear and simple tn language, than this 
Intest work of this author. The directions 
which he gives are easily followed; his 
analysis of causes leading to pulmonary 
troubles Is Intelligible to every layman; the 1 n- 
cldents that Illustrate his points and discussions 
are both Interesting and valuable. In short, It 
Is a book which not only every physician but 
every head of a family should possess. ” 
Physician’s Sermon to Young Men.
By Dr. W. Pratt Price, 25 cents. Prof. B. A 
Proctor, the well-known English astronomer, 
wrote of It: "Through false delicacy lads and, 
youths are left to fall into trouble, and not 
a few have their prospects of a healthy, happy 
life absolutely ruined. Tho little book befone 
us Is Intended to be put into «ke hands of y onng 
men by fathers who are unwilling or incapable 
of discharging a father’s duty In this respect 
and as not one father in ten Is, we believe, ready 
to do what Is right by his boys himself, It is well 
that such a book as this should be available. Il 
It Is read by all who should read it. Its sale wll 
bo counted by hundreds of thousands. ”

Bend all orders to

A
Herbert Spencer’s 

SYNTHETIC PHILOSOPHY.
Bt b. f. underwood.

An essay read before the Brooklyn Ethical Associ
ation, with report of a discussion of the esyav. A 
pamphlet of 181 pages.

"A very able and satisfactory exposition of the 
synthetlo philosophy.”—Dr. R. O. Boolxb.

"One of the most candid and able expositions 
philosophic truth to which this association has eve 
tstened.”—John A. Taylor.
Prloe, 10 oents.
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I advantage of living among a people ol 
high culture and refinement. Holding 
these views, we cannot endorse Mr. Hast- 
ine's opinions, although it must be ad
mitted that his book is well written and 
presents his case in an able manner.

BOOK REVIEWS.
[All books noticed under thia head are for «ale at I 

or can be ordered through the office of The Re 
tlOIO-FHttOSOPHIOAJ, JOUBNAI.1.

Law. By H. L. Hast
ings. Boston, Mass.: H. L. Hastings, 
Scriptural Tract Repository, 47 Cornhill. 
Price, 20 cents.
If perseverance must give success, Mr. 

Hastings will certainly succeed in his 
crusade against what he calls ‘’infidelity.” 
Undoubtedly his publications have con
siderable merit and in many cases appeal 
forcibly to the average mind, although 
they fall short of convincing proof to_______ __ ______ ___
many persons. The present work is of I Banking and Currency, and Henry W. 
this character, as it presents the law re- I Cannon. President of the Chase National 
ferred to by Moses under the most favor- I Bank of New York and formerly Comp
able aspect, but certainly does not show I trailer of the Currency.—“The World's 
any grounds for requiring it to be of I Event for 1895” is the title of an article 
divine origin. Mr. Hastings, it is true, I by Clark Howell, of the Atlanta Constitu- 
cites the opinion of Chief Justice Horn- I tion, in the February Review of Reviews; 
blower of New Jersey to the contrary, and I DO one acquainted with the Constitution 
his opinion was confirmed a few years ago | or aggressive editor needs to be told 
by that of a well-known judge of Penn- I that tbjs event, so far as shall lie in At- 
sylvaDia, but these things prove only that I ¡anta’s power, will be the Cotton States 
judges are not always students of history, |f > v ™
and sometimes even have hardly an els- I vbw
mentary knowledge of the subject they I the"pres'ent year? 
are discoursing about. The very exist- I '
ence of the Mosaic law assumes that the I - ’• ~ ~

/I mentin Manitoba, under the title, “Can-- --- ♦*.«. «i« « i a<ja-B prajrje Province.” His account of
1 I the institutions of this little-known gov- 
I ernment on our northorn border is ex- 
I tremely enlightening and suggestive. The 
I article is well illustrated.—The current 
I number of the Eclectic Magazine of For- 
I eign Literature opens with Mme. Caillard’s 
I philosophic article on "The Knowledge of 
I Good and Evil.” A review of Robert 
I Louis Stevenson’s work follows. Prince 
I Kropotkin’s account of “Recent Science" 

discusses the new treatment of diphthe- 
I ria, earthquakes, and the progress toward 
I the invention of flying-machines. Two 
I timely articles are “TheNew Secularism," 
I by Mr. Walter Walsh, and “Religion and 
I Popular Literature." from the Rev. 
I Thomas Hannan. E. R. Pelton, 144 
I Eighth street. New York. Terms, 35 per 
I year.—Recent numbers of Littell’s Living 
I Age comprises much that is valuable in 

the great reviews and monthlies, such as 
Sidney Whitman's article on “Count 
Moltke, Field Marshal,” Mrs. Alexander’s 

| “Recollections of James Anthony 
Froude," E. N. Buxton’s interesting paper 
on “StonySinai,"PrinceKropotkin’s “Re
cent Science," etc. The first number in 
February shows a delightful table of con
tents: “A Little Girl’s Recollections of 
Elizabeth Barrett Browning, William 
Makepeace Thackeray, and the Late Em- , 
peror Louis Napoleon.” by Henriette 
Cork ran; “The Queen and Lord Beacons
field," by Reginald B. Brett and other 
articles. Littell & Co., Boston

The February issue of the Atlantic 
Monthly contains, beside much excellent 
fiction, one or two articles of particular 
timeliness. The one which will attract 
perhaps the widest attention is an able 
paper by Theodore Roosevelt upon “The 
Present Status of Civil Service Reform.” 
In these days when hypnotic influences 
are much discussed, the article by Boris 
Sidis npon “A Study of the Mob” is of 
special interest. Among the features 
promised for 1895 was a series treating of 
New Figures in Literature and Art. The 
first number is a paper upon Daniel Ches
ter French, by Ro*al Cortissoz. Two con
tributions of unusual character are “The 
Subtle Art of Speech-Reading" by Mrs. 
Alexander Graham Be’l, and “A Voyago 
in the Dark" by Rowland E Robinson. 
There is much excellent fiction, including 
three chapters of Elizabeth Stuart Phelps' 
powerful serial, “A Singular Life."—The 
Season for February has a double colored 
plate, shows seven handsome designs for 
street and reception, with two pretty col
ored coilumet for the little Miss. The 
pretty new colors are beautifully com- 

“ _ j. Another
plate shows two exquisite skating cos
tumes. and another evening dresses, thea
tre gowns, and some pretty new styles of 
arranging the hair. Space will not admit 
of even a brief mention of the handsome 
and seasonable styles shown for ladies’ 
and children’s wear. The International 
News Company, 83 and 85 Duane street, 
New York.

MAGAZINES.
The North American Review for Feb

ruary opens with three timely and impor
tant articles on “The Financial Muddle," 
written respectively by the Hon. J. Ster
ling Morton, Secretary of Agriculture, 
Representative William M. Springer, 
Chairman of the House Committee on

and International Exposition to be held 
in that city daring the closing months of 

r_ -_ 1 „__ Mr. E. V. Smalley con
tributes to the February Review of Re
views an interesting study of civil govern-

among the most civilized people of an
tiquity; a people in whose wisdom Moses 
himself is said to have been instructed. 
What wonder, then, if he could have 
framed the law of the twelve tables, the 
value of which lies in its few simple gen- i 
eralizgtions, suited for the guidance of a 
semi-barbarous people, and capable of 
application to the circumstances which 
arise io the course of their civilization. I 
As to the more extended regulation of the I 
Pentateuch, it is of the highest improba
bility that they were given all at once, I 
unless they had been previously in use. 
The more extended codes have the appear- I 
ance of development as the result of expo- I 
rience, and probably they were the result I 
of a process of codification just as much I 
as the laws of Justinian or the code of I 
Napoleon. As to the earlier regulations, I 
it must be remembered that the Hebrews I 
had, according to the Old Testament his- I 
tory, lived in Egypt (according to one I 
reckoning) four hundred years, and dur- I 
ing this period they must have been sub- I 
ject to social regulations of some kind, I 
which as they formed a community to I 
themselves would perpetuate many of I' 
their old ideas, but which were doubtless ' 
influenced for the better by the ideas of I i 
the more cultured people among whom I 
they dwelt.

Judging from this standpoint there is
not really anything wonderful about the 11 
ancient Hebrew law. Il would certainly I ; 
be a marvellous product if it had ap- | 
peared first among a horde of savages, but I 
whatever may have been case with the I ] 
rank and file of the people, their leaders I | 
were evidently men of great intelligence, I i 
and of a skill which could have been I , 
gained only by education and experience, I . 
such as we are told Moses bad had. We | 
fail to find anything referred to by Mr. I ] 
Hastings which couid not have been de-1 i 
rived from an Egyptian source, and in-1 f 
deed the whole of the Mosaic law has a I f 
decidedly Egyptian tone. Hebrew civili- I ■ 
zation itself belonged to the African type, I ] 
and their system of “bondage" had much I | 
in common with the domestic slavery still I t 
found among the Negro tribes. Such is I t 
the case also with what Mr. Hastings calls I j 
Mosaic “interdictions." The practice of I , 
taboo in various forms is known through- I j 
out Africa, and it applies to human beings ' 
as well as to objects. The protection of I | 
woman during certain periods, is carried I , 
much further by peoples regarded as sav- ; 
ages than was the case among the He- I ] 
brews. How far the exclusion of a I | 
woman for a longer period after the birth I < 
of a boy than after the birth of a girl, I «...__ __  __  _____
could increase the ratio of male-births to I bined and handsomely draped, 
fomnla.hlrt.ha la u nnoafinn th« I ........i.io.. >1female-births is a question. That the 
longer period was established for this very 
purpose we do not believe. It is much 
more likely to have originated in the Idea 
of inferiority attached to girls, about 
which Mr. Hastings appears to know 
nothing, judging from his reference to the 
religious position of Hebrew people. As 
a fact, women among the Hebrews, as 
among other Eastern peoples, may be said 
not to have had anything to do with re
ligion. We have nothing to say concern
ing the dealings by the Hebrew leaders 
with the nations by which they were sur
rounded. They knew best what their 
circumstances required, and, as they were 
no worse than their neighbors, they were 
not much better. Where they were bet
ter, it was owing to their having had the

Friend—“Why are you so enthusiastic 
on the subject of women's suffrage?"

Mr. Nojoy—“The elections always 
come in the spring and fall, don't they?" 

“Certainly.
“Well, get 'em interested in the cam

paigns, and they'll forget about house 
cleaning."

THE EFFECT OF MEDIUMSHIP 
PHYSICAL HEALTH.

By Mrs. Hardinge Britten. 
A gentleman, having received the 

lowing communication from Mrs. ]

ON

! fol*
____ _____ _____________ Har-
dinge Britten, has, with that lady’s con*
sent, kindly forwarded it to us for publi
cation:

- In answer to your esteemed favor, re- 
■- questing me to supply you with my opin- 
’ ion, founded on my long-continued per-
- sonal experience, concerning the effect of 
, spiritual mediumistic practices upon

physical health and strength, I regret to 
i say that I can only offer you a brief state

ment of my own world-wide experience on 
this very important subject. Before en
tering on the results of my own medium
istic career, however, it is proper to state 
—and worthy to be duly remembered—- 
that from my earliest childhood I was the 
subject of chest and throat diseases. Not
withstanding this discouraging physical 
tendency, I was gifted with such a singu
larly fine and powerful soprano voice 
that I was trained under the best Italian 
masters for the profession of an opera 
singer. Unhappily, at the age of fifteen, 
my throat difficulties obliged me to sub
mit to the operation of excising the ton
sils, a work (performed by a Mr. Yearsley, 
a throat disease specialist, of London) lit
tle likely to promise me the power to lec
ture as I have done, and still do, to thou
sands of persons at a time.

After this operation, having lost my 
power as a vocalist, I spent a few years as 
an actress and play-writer at the Adelphi 
Theatre, London. My severe throat and 
chest difficulties constantly interrupting 
my profession, I determined, by the advice . 
of my medical attendants, to undertake a 
sea voyage, and hence accepted an en
gagement to act and produce some of my 
own pieces in New York, America. Here 
—although as a bitter Christian and 
warmly opposed to the reports concerning 
Spiritualism—as a writer for the Press, I 
deemed it my duty to investigate the sub
ject, prior to exposing its fallacies, as I 
expected to do. It is only necessary now 
to add that, as the result of my thorough 
researches into Spiritualism, I became a 
powerful medium entirely convinced of 
its truth, beauty, and divine origin, and 
ultimately devoted myself heart and soul 
to its propagandism.

Finding that its phenomena fully ex
plained my own wonderful and myster
ious seership and occult powerseven from 
infancy, I first devoted myself to the prac
tice of test mediumship, and for nearly 
two years—-being gifted with many phases 
of mediumistic power—1 sat tor, and con
vinced, thousands of the strangers who 
visited me of the truths of spirit existence 
and return.

Being compelled by a series of wonder
ful phenomena to go forth on to the pub
lic platform to lecture, I relinquished test 
medium practices by the stern command 
of my spirit guides, and devoted myself to 
platform work entirely—the combination 
of the two phases above-named being 
deemed by my spirit guides impossible, if 
not injurious.

For thirty years, then, I continued to 
obey these good and ever-faithful mes
sengers of the higher life, and this has 
been my method of service, without cessa
tion, especially during the necessary re
spite of the twenty-six ocean voyages 
which I have made to various lands. I 
have lectured to invariably large, some
times overwhelming, audiences every Sun
day morning and evening; often speaking 
(in America), by request of the warders, 
in prisons, and in hospitals in the after
noons. J have generally spoken during 
the weeks intervening, sometimes three, 
often four, times. * Thus I have given up
wards of ten thousand lectures during my 
missionary work. Constitutionally sub
ject to my old tendency of chest and throat 
diseases, I have often suffered from a re
currence of these troubles, but do not re
member more than two occasions (the lat
ter occurring recently from rheumatic 
fever) in which I have failed to meet and 
fulfill, I may venture to say satisfactorily, 
all and every one of my thousands of en
gagements.

When seemingly prostrate with illness, 
I have heard my most dear and tender 
mother—and other familiar friends—say: 
"Dress her; put her in the carriage and 
upon the platform, and she will be all 
right." And this result has been Invaria
bly obtained. Apologies have been made 
for me, and they have always proved 
needless. My lectures have been always 
equally strong, and I
turned from them benefllted In mental 
and physical power. For many years, 
and even up to the lost Bunday at New-

I \\

Feb- u_ J'Uh
castle—whence I havn < 9<
audience have been Invited Bsubjects of my lecture |J10 I
th, fact that th,, ■
spired and not prepared ■
visalions have not on'lv ■powerful in point of > '1
but also the most valuable®?* I
health restoratives. 10 “W'1. |

I have been called nnon „ M ■ 
limes to open up new place, I
Canada. New Zealand, A™?,4««? ■ 
and that in deflanre of ■
bing, lynching, and other S ■ 
ways obedient to the dlvino CoS?' A|. ■ 
the assurance from the «plriLj^tM ■ 
“if a park of artillery we ’ ? Su ■ 
against me it could not harm m I 
gone forward, with mortal fes? I 
guisb, to do my work, and thlik^H- fl 
invariably crowned with success k’*« ■ 
triumph, and healthful result» M ■ 
now advanced in life and suffeHii 1 I 
severely from colds and rheum. J ** I 
I am humbly, but reverently, J.®’In ■ 
to say that my last lectures In K. I 
this October inwhich I am writin*^ I 
pronounced to be amongst my I
ful efforts, whilst I have returned I 
home(as usual duringthelast thirty10 I 
beuefitted alike physically and I

My entire life has been a long Bu J' I 
sion of phenomenal marvels and proof0* I 
supernal, I may say angelic, guidano»1 I 
protection. But I dare not enter urm I 
in this communication any farther11} I 
must add here, however, that I belleveu,1 I 
strong and powerful magnetic fori! I 
which spirits can beneficially use in I 
cases, cannot be applied in some others I 
stances without depleting, not to lay k 1 
juring, those individuals whoarenotnor I 
mally inspired with mediumistic gift*. I

I also believe—nay, know—that in |U I 
new and unprecedented movement mao* 1 
reckless frauds have forced themselvy I 
into the ranks, on the same principle u I 
the forger generally counterfeits the not» I 
of the best banks. I believe, also, tbw I 
physical fatigue, excitement, and the 
temptations presented by injudicious asso
ciates have betrayed many poor, unihink- 1 
ing mediums into habits of intemperance, I 
excess, and a too free use of their powers, I 
thus proving either their moral or phyj|. 
cal destruction.

On my own behalf, however, and on 
that of hosts of my former associates and 
fellow-workers I solemnly affirm that 
spirit influence is beneficial, healthful,and 
exalting; whilst spirit-guidance and di
rection, when judged by the laws of right, 
and practiced under the restrictions of 
common-sense, and the remembrance of 
every soul’s personal responsibility, Is 
inspiring, holy, and divine, and helps to 
lay the foundation of. the Kingdom ol 
Heaven upon earth.—Light.

The Best
MEDAL 

AT 
WORLtfS

Remedy for
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Liver, and
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AYER’S PILLS
Received

Highest Awards
AT THE

,/MEDAL] •I at. r
XWORLtfS/ ,

W
O RAT EFU U-OOMFORTING.

EPPS'S COM
BREAKFAST- SUPPER.

“By a thorough knowledge of the natural 
which govern the operation« of digeiUon 
tritton, and by a careful application of the W 
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■t_r,onX enough to realat every tandono^W* 
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JAMES BPPg * OO1 Homo,opaU1|,CM 
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DOES GOD NE’ER SPEAK
MAN?

BY CARL Bubell.
Ik is cheap.” So wise ones l*y; 
a word may m«“ ,o muoh- 

nine from the far away, 
)iniom*» one above our touch.
m the dog or borso or oat 
tbalr brute way doth rejoice, 
ore expressive still for that.) 
(t to bear their master's voice.
bile brutes seek man's higher will 
)d on Just the self-same plan 
|D seeks God's—that's higher still— 
by does God ne’er speak to man?
's stoop down the brute to pet, 
|DOe we know the Joy It feels— 
irange that God, who’s better yet, 
br us such care ne’er reveals.
fa would give all we possess 
;ould we only hear bls voice— 
]sspeaks not to curse or bless, 
ft’hy is silence e’er his choice?
Alin God. (as St Paul saw,) 
We our being can e’er trace, 
It 1» the reflexive law 
In us is his dwelling place.

Through us only hath he voloe 
Audible to other men 
And If silence 1b our choice 
He too must he silent then.

Since through us who often name him 
We refuse to let him speak
Ii why to us, (can we blame him?) 
He speaks not, though long we seek.

TO for any ‘for-sale” lawyer legislation and I 
judicial nonsense on the saloon question. 
The climate is enjoyable nearly the whole < 
year and very healthy, while we have 
plenty of dry weather and good roads, we 
do not need to'Irrigate; stock can'run out 
nearly all winter and thrive—a little feed
ing sometimes pays well.

We expect that a good beginning will 
be made here early this spring, the earlier 
the better; crops ought to be put in not 
later than March. Prof. Sumner, of 
Sterling, Ill., expects to ship 10,000 nur
sery-seedlings next month, the ground
work for a nursery. A. S. Landon, of 
Wheaton, Ill., is here to see for himself 
and to report to others; he is very much 
pleased and has so reported. I would like 
to hear from any who would subscribe for 
scholarships at $50 for a two-year course, 
or those interested in cooperation.

Caddo, Stephens Co., Tex.

¿ABOR EXCHANGE COLONY 
SCHOOL.

By Peter Swenson.
I I have been a subscriber for your very 1 
instructive journal for over twenty years 

land cannot do without it. I believe in 
progressive “Idealism” but have no use 

{for creed-bound, traditional “theological 
{speculations.”
■ Last July your journal spoke of my 
{colony enterprise. I have received some 
[good letters from the brief notice. Will 
■you please now say to youj readers that 

tbe good work of the organization of the 
colony and school is steadily and surely 

|eoing on; courage and honesty of purpose 
r cannot fail.
| Prof. F. W. Cotton, of Olathe, Kan., 

who is a normal school graduate and 
! teacher, has the school interests in charge. 
I He is ably assisted by other friends north, 
south, east and west and also by “The 
Progressive Thought,” Olathe Kan., and 
other reform papers.
j’ The object of the school is to give 
scholars an opportunity to secure an edu
cation and a practical knowledge of tools 
and farm work. For work done in shop, 
garden and farm, labor “Exchange De
posit Checks” will be paid that will be re
ceived for board, tuition and other current 
expenses of the students. The school, 
combined with the labor exchange 
methods, will educate students in practi
cal and reform economics while supply
ing their needs of a popular education, 

p I have 3,000 acres of fertile land situa
ted In a beautiful valley here that I want 
used for the good of honest producers of 
limited means. I propose to donate 400 
acres of this land to the colony and school 
and will otherwise aid the enterprise in 
every way possible, the balance of the 
land will be deeded to the colony for which 
I take in payment the colony’s labor ex
change deposit checks without interest. 
I do this because I am fully convinced 
that my success in life, and that of my 
family, depends wholly upon the success 
and elevation of my fellow man. Spec
ulation, “boom schemes” and fortune 
“wrecking” methods must give way to 
more equality of incomes and expendi
tures and also more Industry and economy 
generally.

Living is very cheap here; thero is not 
a sulooii in lhn county; our hardy, oom- 
mon-scnsc. plain people have no uae for 
■ooh uaoleB» and expensive nuisances nor

AND

THE SENSITIVE PLANT.
In one of the delightful chapters 

scribing the flora of the island of Ceylon, 
in Maturin M. Ballou’s recently published 
book, “The Pearl of India,” he records a 
very remarkable phenomenon in connec
tion with the well known but ever inter
esting Sensitive Plant. He says: “The 
Sensitive Plant, which is such a delicate 
house ornament with us, fairly enamels 
the earth in this island, growing wild 
from Adam’s Peak to Point de Galle, 
multiplying its dainty, bell-like pink 
blossoms, mingled with the delicate 
feathery Acacia. Growing so exposed, 
and in weed-like abundance, it is natural 

> to suppose that it would become hardened, 
I as it were, to rough usage; but it is not so, 
as it retains all its native properties, in ex
aggerated form if possible. Our puny 
little hot-house specimens are not more 
delicate or sensitive to the human touch 
than is this Ceylon Mimosa. It is the 
most impressible of all known plants, and 
is appropriately named. Curious experi
ments prove this. If a person will fix his 
eyes upon a special branch and slowly ap
proach it, the plant is seen gradually to 
wilt and shrink within itself, as it were, 
before it is touched by the observer’s 
hand. It is endowed with an inexplicable 
intelligence or instinct, and what appears 
to be a dread as regards rude contact with 
human beings. A few years since, the 
author was at Cereto, in the island of 
Cuba, where he was the guest of an Eng
lish physician who was also a coffee 
planter. While sitting with the ¿family 
on the broad piazza which formed the 
front of the bungalow, a thrifty Sensitive 
Plant was recognized and made the sub
ject of remark. The doctor called 

) young daughter of eleven years from
• house.

“ ‘Lena,’ said he, ‘go and kiss the 
mosa.’

“The child did so, laughing gleefully, 
t and came away. The plant gave no token 
[ of shrinking from contact with the pretty 
I child!
I “ ‘Now,’ said our host, 'will you touch 
i the plant?”
i “Rising to do so, we approached it with 
i one hand extended, and before it had come
• fairly in contact, the nearest spray and 

leaves wilted visibly,
“ 'The plant knows the child,’ said the 

' doctor, ‘butyour are a stranger.’ 
i “It was a puzzling experience, which 
■ seemed to endow the Mimosa with human 
! intelligence.”

in so far as he is concerned, will be truth- I 
ful in every respect regarding the alleged I f 
exposure of that woman. He also stated I ' 
substantially the same thing publicly,*ln I 
my presence, to an audience of about I 
60 persons. He told me that it is a fact that | 
Mrs. Williams, at the time of the alleged I 
exposure, was dressed, in part at least, in I 
man's apparel, and her eye-glasses were I 
found in her slippers. I hope, for the 
sake of the cause of truth, that Mr. Mac
donald will carry out bls purpose, and 
show, as many believe, that he was ignor
ant of any purpose upon the part of Mrs. 
Williams to perpetrate a fraud. I have 
never credited, for one moment, the as
saults that have been made by Mrs. Wil
liams, and some others who claim to be

* Spiritualists, upon the exposers of the 
fearful fraud that was practiced in Paris.

I It is untrue, as has been stated, that Spir- 
| Itualists of America have generally been 

duped by her. A large majority ot those 
with whom I have conversed, who have 
attended her séances, have stated to me 
that they believe she had practiced decep
tion.”

de-

Mothers will find “Mrs. Winslow’s 
Soothing Syrup” the best to use for chil
dren while teething. An old and well- 
tired -remedy.

CLAIRVOYANT EXAMINATION FREE.
By Dr. E. F. Butterfield. Beyond ques

tion there are hundreds of (so-called in
curable) individuals that could be restored 
to health if the cause and location of their 
diseases were understood and pointed out. 
He will satisfy you he understands your 
disease perfectly. Enclose lock of hair 
with stamp, name and age.
Address. DR. E. F. BUTTERFIELD, 

Syracuse. N. Y.

A particle 1b applied Into each nostril and Is 
agreeable. Price 50 cents at Druggists or by mall 

ELY BROTHERS. 56 Warren Street, Now York.

CATARRH
ELY’S CREAM BALM Opens and cleanses the 
Nasal Passases. Allays Pain and Inflammation, 
Heals the Sores. Protects the Membrane from 
colds. Restores the Senses of Taste and Smell. The 
Balm Is quickly absorbed and gives relief at once.

1 suffered from catarrh 
of the worst kind ever since 
a boy, and 1 never hoped 
for cure, but Ely’s Cream 
Balm teems to do even 
that. Many acquaint
ances have used it with 
excellent results.—Oscar 
Ostrum, Warren Ave., 
Chicago, 111.

THE JOURNAL AS AN ADVERTISING 
MEDIUM.

The following unsolicited letter just re
ceived explains itself:

Office of T. G. Best & Co., )
Patent Steam Boilers, Engines, and I

Water Heaters, 243 W. North Av. f 
Chicago, Oct. 15, 1894. J

Mr. B. F. Underwood. Editor The Jour
nal.

Dear Sir: A short time ago we were in
duced to give The Journal an advertise
ment, although doubtful of its being of 
any value to us, for we believed the peo- 

. pie among whom it circulates were not of 
r the class that would be likely to buy any

thing in our line, or even ask for cata
logues.

We must say that we are having a grat
ifying disappointment, for requests for 
catalogues are coming in, and we are en
couraged to expect some sales through 
this means of introduction to probable 
customers—all we could hope for from an 
advertisement in any paper.

Yours respectfully,
T. C. Best & Co.

fmancujl

A REMARKABLE BOOK.

It has 160 pages, containing seventy-two (72) Illus
trations. It 1b a book for everpbodv who desires to 
know the facts about finance and ourrency.

his 
the

Mi

The Rev. Samuel J. Barrows, D. D., 
the editor of the Christian Register, and 
a member of the Board of Prison Commis
sioners of Boston, contributes a paper to 
the February Arena on “Penology in 
Europe and America,” that will be widely 
read by all who appreciate the value of 
educational work in prison discipline and 
reform as an important factor in the social 
problem. This paper is the result of a 
year’s travel in Europe, completed in the 
winter of 189*3, during which the author 
visited all the representative prisons of 
England, France, Germany, Italy, Hun
gary and Greece, and 
latest European data 
well as that which 
American reports.

IF YOU WANT TO KNOW

All About Gold
READ IT.

IF YOU WANT TO KNOW

All About Silver
READ IT.

IF YOU WANT TO KNOW

All About Currency
READ IT.

IF YOU WANT TO KNOW

What Causes the
Hard Times

READ IT.

so it embodies the 
on the subjeot, as 
is obtainable from

W0ND RFUL FOR HEADACHE.
“My mother has been a constant sufferer 

from headache, and found nothing to give 
her permanent relief until she tried Hood’s 
Sarsaparilla. It is a wonderful medicine.’’ 
Mrs. C. W. Lambert, Rosedale, Oregon.

It Is a book for the people and will give them 
more correct information about Gold, Silver, 
and Currency than will be found in any book on 
political economy.

It la so plain and simple that any one can easily 
understand it.

It la a book for the business man, the professional 
man, the farmer, and the laboring man. It was 
written In the interest of each of them. Whether 
Republican. Democrat, or Populist, every man who 
votes should read It.

Sent postpaid on receipt of 25 cents. Office o 
The Journal.

Hood's Pills oure all liver ills.

Judge A. H. Dailey, of Brooklyn, N. 
Y., writes to London Light, as follows: 
“It may be of Interest for you to know 
that Mr. Macdonald, who accompanied 
Mrs. M. E. Williams of New York Oily to 
Paris, recently told me that he was about 
to make a statement to the public, which,

Much of life’s misery is due to indiges
tion; for who can be happy with a pain in 
his stomach? As a corrective and 
strengthener of the alimentary organs, 
Ayer’s Pills are invaluable, their use be
ing always attended with marked benefit.

VITAPAT HY, 
The New System of Praotioe,

Is the Rising Sun or this Progressive Age. 
VITA—lAfe, cures PATHY—Disease.

Every physician should learn It to be successful. 
Reading Free. Apply to or address Pnor. John 
Bunyan Campbell, M. D.» V. D., American Health 
College, Fairmount, Cincinnati, Ohio. Prepared 
students admitted to Regular Sessions FREE. 
Uigher Graduation and 0 r <li nation for the worth y.

Nearly all women have good hair, 
though many are gray, and few are bald. 
Hall’s Hair Renewer restores the natural 
color, and thickens the growth of the hair.
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We have a few copies of “Lights and 
Shadows of Spiritualism" by D. D. Home, 
referred to by Mr. Coleman this week. 
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Orders for “Mollie Fancher, the Brook
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Rev. Samnel Watson, of Memphis, 
Tenn., and Hon. J. J. Owen, of San 
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ualists, are now numbered among the de
parted.
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trap, though it be ever so cunningly 
baited; that refuses to surrender his lib
erty for the sake of an appetizing chicken 
or rabbit, which may after all be a decoy, 
stuffed with sawdust; while, as a matter 
of fact, his case is that of the cowardly 

I servant in the parable, who, for fear of 
I losing his talent, hid it in a napkin, and 
in the end was deemed unworthy of his 
stewardship.

| Sometime ago one of our subscribers 
I wrote that he would be one of ten to con- 
I tribute $50 each to a sustenation fund for 
I Tire Journal. Another gentleman 
made a similar proposition. Will those i 
who are interested in the continuance and 
usefulness of The Journal and who are I 
able and disposed to help it in the way in- I 
dicated, please communicate with us. I

peb-

The second volume of “The Unknown 
World” is commenced with the January 
number, and it keeps up its high charac
ter. The leading paper is a portion of 
Councillor ’dEckartshausen’s “The Cloud 
upon the Sanctuary,” translated by Mad
ame Isabel de Steiger, a copy of whose 
pastel drawing “The Avenging Angel” is 
given as a frontispiece to the magazine. 
Other valuable articles are “The Word of 
Life” by C. R. Shaw Stewart, who sees in 
growth of personality an increase of life 
activity as the result of experience; and I 
“Occultism and Evolution" by F. Arun- 
dale. Mrs. Mary Everest Poole continues | 
her learned discussion of “Our Intellect- I 
ual Relation to the Unseen.” London: I 
James Elliott & Co. Price, sixpence. An-I 
nual subscription, six shilling, post free. I

I New Hybrids in which are blended the perfume of 
the Violet, with the beauty of the Pansy.

I This new class is the result of crossing the pansy with the sweet alplno violet- the 
I resulting hybrids, in addition to retaining the delightful violet perfume, produce the 
I most beautiful pansy-like blossoms, 2 to 2% inches across. The solid or ualfa include 
| white, lemon, orange, claret, crimson,maroon, lavender, purple, rose, black, blue,etc, 
I etc. Tho fancy varieties are exquisitely tinted, striped and blotched. Many critics 
I consider the combinations and blendings of color in the NEW SWEET-SCENTED PAN- 
I SiES to be more beautiful than the ordinary strains of Pansy.

The NEW SWEET-SCENTED PANSIES ero hardy, ofeasy culture, and, pisn^ In 
| masses or lines, they form perfect mats covered with myriads of flowers. They begin 
I to m ake the garden gay in early spring and con tin u e to bloom with marvelous freedom 
I until autumn. The flowers are borne on long stems which shoot up like the violet 
I directly from the roots, rendering the flowers of special value for cutting purposes.

PRICE PER PACKET (HIXED COLORS) 25 CENTS.
| A complete description of this new floral beauty will be found in our 1895 

Catalogue of “EVERYTHING for the GARDEN,” which we will send FREE 
with every order from this advertisement, when this paper is mentioned. If Cata
logue alone is wanted, it will be mailed on receipt of 20 cents. Ab every copy, how
ever, with postage, costs us 25 cents, you will find it more advantageous to order the 
NEW SWEET-SCENTED PANSY and get for nothing a Catalogueof 160 pages, contain- 
ing nearly 500 engravings and 8 beautiful colored plates—in fact, the most superb 
publication of its kind ever issued. Postage stamps accepted as cash. 

PETER HENDERSON & GO,
B. F. Underwood is open to applica

tions for lectures witbin twelve hours* 
ride of Chicago.

Those who are io arrears for The Jour
nal are reminded that we depend upon 
subscriptions mainly to meet current ex
penses, and they will make our very dif
ficult work much easier by sending to this 
office the amount they owe.

The few remaining sets of The Journal 
containing the papers read before the 
Psychical Science Congress will be sent 
for one dollar each, prepaid. This is the 
last reduction and the final announcement 
of their sale. Office changes require that 
we dispose of them at once.

The President of the Farmers National 
Congress, Hon. B. P. Clayton, contributes 
a paper entitled “Politics and the Farmer” 
to the February number of the North 
American Review, in which he explains 
among other things why farmers’ political 
organizations have hitherto proved a 
failure.

H. H. Boyesen in the February North 
American gives reasons why men should 
marry. He says that the unmarried man 
defrauds himself of the opportunities for 
mental and moral development which only 
the normal experience can provide. He 
deliberately stunts the stature of his man
hood, impoverishes his heart and brain, 
and chokes up all the sweetest potential
ities of his soul. To himself he is apt to 
appear like the wise fox that detects the

A Vassar Alumna, Ida M. Street, writes: 
I see by a notice in your journal of Jan
uary 5th, in the Woman and Home col
umn that Miss Shiclzu-Mori is said to be 
the first Japanese girl to come to America i 
for an education. As stated this is a mis
take. In 1882 a Japanese young lady, I 
Miss Yamahawa graduated from Vassar I 
college. She was president of her class I 
and a very bright young woman. The I 
same year her companion and friend I 
whose name I have forgotten graduated
from the music department of the same I 
college; she had a perfectly bird-like voice, I 
in quality much like Mme. Nordica’s. I 
These girls had been in America several I 
years; first in a private family, then in a I 
preparatory school, and four years in col- I 
lege. Miss Yamahawa was very hand- I 
some and lighter in complexion than her I 
companion. The rumor was that she was I 
a member of the royal family and among 
ourselves we called her the princess. The 
authorities at the college or any member 
of the class of ‘82, will I am sure, corrob
orate my statement.

Awarded
Highest Honors—World’s Fair.
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BAKIN«
POWDER

MOST PERFECT MADE. 
A pure Grape Cream of Tartar Powder.A pure Grape Cream of Tartar Powder. Free 
from Ammonia, Alum or any other adulterant 
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depends on little
Ripans Tabule is a

LIFE

things. A

but taking one occasionally gives
good
good
brain

digestion, and that means
blood, and that means good
and brawn, and that means

success.
Ripans Tabu les: Boid by druggist«. or by mall If the price (60 cents 

a box)is sent to the Ripans Chemical Co., No. 10 Bprace BL, New T
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LIGHT ON THE PATH.
With Notes and Comments.

treatise for the personal use of those who art 
ignorant of the Eastern Wisdom, and who det Ire to 
enter within its influence.

Written down by M. C.
Price, cloth bound, 40 cents; paper cover 26 cents. 
For Balo. wholesale and retail, at The Rklioio- 

Philobophical Journal Office

SECULAR THOUGHT.
A Journal of Liberal Opinion and Progress. J 

SPENCER ELLI8, Editor; C. M. ELLIS, Publisher. 
109 Adelaide Street, West Toronto, Canada. Terms 
82.00 per year.
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A Weekly Journal of Psychical, Occult 

and Metaphysical Research

All orders for the paper should bo addressed W 
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MIND, THOUGHT AND CEREBRATION.
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